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Summary
Network Research at the Computer Science Department Old Dominion University-
Historical Perspective
Our research group of 4 faculty and about 10 - 15 graduate students has been act ively
involved (as a group) in the development of computer communication networks for the last
five years. Many of its individuals have been involved in related research for a much longer
period. The overall research goal is to extend network performance to higher data rates,
to improve protocol performance at most ISO layers and to improve network operational
performance. In the next section, we briefly state our research goals, then discuss the
research accomplishments and direct your attention to attached and/or published papers.
(Section III), which provide an in-depth review of our work. This is followed by a listing of the
research support from funding agencies and companies and then by a very brief cu r r i cu lum
vitae of the Network Research Group members.
Present Research
Multilevel Parallel Networks
A considerable portion of the research effort has been directed toward the problem of par-
allel networking. We define multilevel parallelism in communications as the representation
of a single user pairs' data stream (sender plus receiver) as a set of multiply concurrent
data streams where the number of streams may vary from level to level. This encompasses
intra-level parallelism. Our initial and a continued strong effort has been directed toward
single level parallelism. Our goal is to use network parallelism to provide improved perfor-
mance, flexibility and incremental network growth as well as added reliability. We developed
an efficient media access protocol system, DRAMA, for MAN networks based upon parallel
channel CSMA/CD [1, 2, 3, 4]. We were able to provide an extremely effective, dynamic-
load balancing scheme within and between node groups. A second research effort investi-
gated media access/physical level parallelism for token ring networks. Particularly, we look
for policies which assign incoming messages to a particular ring. Here, a minimum queue
size policy is found to be effective in achieving higher throughputs while minimizing the
resequencing problem for both homogeneous and heterogeneous loads [5, 6].
The main emphasis of our group, for the last two years, has been to investigate net-
work multiple level parallelism. The work is a joint effort with the Fiber & Electro-optics
Research Center at Virginia Tech University. In this context, our effort concentrated on a
general framework for parallelism in different layers in an OSI stack [7. 8. 9, 10. 32. 33]. A
logical framework (see Figure 2 [32]) illustrates parallel operations at the application, trans-
port, network and media access layers. Since each layer's parallelism differs, interfacing,
with scheduling capability, couples each layers. Figure 2 also shows that significant layer
interaction can occur between nodes. In this study a number of aspects of parallelism were
investigated. Three architectures were compared to support parallel TCP/IP at the upper
level. One data transfer request from a user could be served by one or more TCP processes,
simultaneously. The presence of multiple FDDI channels, provides parallelism at the media-
access/physical level. The results obtained through these investigations are available in [T. 8.
9, 10, 32, 33]. We feel that it is feasible to construct a multilevel parallel prototype network
to obtain hundreds of Mbps throughput using presently available hardware technology. In
addition, the propose, further develops parallel network modelling and understanding to the
point where its performance improvements, reliability and flexibility capabilities would be
much better understood and its utility available to a wide range of users.
High Performance Media Access
Our goal is to develop improved gigabit media access techniques. Electro-optical circuitry for
these systems will be expensive since it must performance at very high clock rates. Therefore,
we are seeking simple systems.
• FDDI and DQDB One aspect of our work concentrates on the 100 Mbps range pro-
tocols such as FDDI and DQDB [12, 13, 14]. The FDDI research was directed toward
improving throughput, increasing data rates and extending operational capabilities
to larger distance networks, i.e., MANs. In the DQDB area, we researched controls
which significantly improved high load fairness without deteriorating the overall net-
work throughput as with other suggested fairness control systems.
• High Data Rate Electro-optical Network Media Access We have developed a
new high-speed ring-based, media-access protocol, Carrier Sensed Multiple Access/Ring
Network - Circulating Reservation Packet Protocol (CSMA/RN - CRP) [15. 16. 17].
The system supports integrated traffic by a novel, non-interferring, dual access proto-
col where each protocol support a different traffic type. The protocol is shown to be
eminently fair for wide range of traffic load distributions including the complete range
of integrated traffic and for file server type traffic with out adding any fairness con-
trol. In case of unfairness, the CRP mechanism is shown to provide effective relief for
starving nodes. In the attached paper[l7], we show that CSMA/RN - CRP is superior
to other gigabit ring network protocols in a number of significant areas.
• Photonic Node The photonic node research seeks to design networks (protocols and
topologies) which are appropriate for use in NASA's next generation space vehicle.
These networks should be designed to take advantage of advances in photonics. Our
current research activities have been
- To identify photonic devices currently available or in development which seem
appropriate for use in networks of this kind.
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- To list 'detailed functionality requirementsfor appropriate protocols
— To identify those functionalities for which a photonic implementation appears
viable.
Based both on likely capabilities of available photonic devices and functional require-
ments, we can then identify where the transition from photonic to electronic processing
should occur with the goal of more fully exploiting the potential bandwidth (greater t h a n
10 THz) of single-mode fibers for LANs.
Network Management
Another area of work is related to network management. Our goal is to develop tools and
techniques for effective, adaptive, dynamic management of complex LAN network topologies.
Based upon optimization of user response time, tools are developed to observe actual traffic
and present the results in a visually effective fashion so that the network administrator can
reconfigure information within the network storage elements [18]. Additional tools which
will help the manager obtain faster reconfiguration and better performance evaluation and
prediction are under development.
Heterogeneous Network Connectivity
Recent research has been directed toward the development of effective bridge/gateway sys-
tems for heterogeneous network environments [19, 20]. Heterogeneous networks are bound
to exist; for example, if one tries to add a link with FDDI or ATM technology to an already
existing Ethernet. Serious interfacing problems occur for this configuration. The gateway
provides coupling between networks with widely different data rates and protocol formats.
To support this feature within the gateway system, identification of packets (connection
oriented protocol) is required. However, it is shown that the same connection oriented struc-
ture can be used effectively to support both lossless congestion control (a real problem in
heterogeneous networks) and link error correction which are significantly superior to simi-
lar end-to-end controls. There features provide a physical/data link/network layer which is
operationally equivalent to transport layer features in XTP but which provides s igni f icant ly-
improved performance.
Related Areas
Designing a distributed database system is a complex process. It requires solutions for a
number of computationally complex problems. Data partitioning, data allocation, and query
optimization are some of the key issues in this process. Though several approaches have been
suggested few integrate the approaches. Also, many approaches are only suitable for small-
scale problems. As a solution to this problem [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] a methodology that
employs heuristic algorithms to solve the individual problems and integrates the solutions
by employing an iterative approach has been used. Load balancing is another important
aspect for efficient use of resources and efficient transaction executions in distributed systems.
While, several load balancing schemes designed for fully replicated distributed systems exist,
very few are for partially replicated systems. We designed a three-phase heuristic approach
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for load balancing in partially replicated systems. Availability and consistency are two
important issues in the context of replicated distributed database systems prone to network
partitions. We developed a new replica control algorithm combining the advantages of two
algorithms resulting in a higher availability and at the same time not assuming the availabi l i ty
of up-to-date information of the partitions.
Another related area is distributed simulation where the goal is to speed up long-running
discrete events simulations by using several CPUs which may be, for exmaple, distributed on
a network. The effectiveness of this approach depends properties of simulation model and
communication latencies among participating CPUs [27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Identification of
model decompostions which permit a speeding up the simulation and addressing of effective
techniques for managing interactions among model componennts are the problems which
must be resolved in order for distritubed simulation to be effective.
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Abstract
Coarse-grain parallelism in networking (that is, the use of multiple protocol processors running
replicated software sending over several physical channels) can be used to provide gigabit communications
for a single application. Since parallel network performance is highly dependent on real issues' such
as hardware properties (e.g., memory speeds and cache hit rates), operating system overhead (e.g.,
interrupt handling), and protocol performance (e.g. effect of timeouts) we have performed detailed
simulation studies of both a bus-based multiprocessor workstation node (based on the Sun Galaxy MP
multiprocessor) and a distributed-memory parallel computer node (based on the Touchstone DELTA) to
evaluate the behavior of coarse-grain parallelism. Our results indicate: /I) (Soarse-grain parallelism can
deliver multiple lOOMbps with currently available hardware platforms and existing networking protocols
(such as TCP/IP and parallel FDDI rings)? |2) ^Scale-up is near linear,in,ji, the number of protocol
processors and channels (for small n and up- to a few hundred Mbps)!<(|3) .Since these results are based
on existing hardware without specialized devices (except perhaps for some simple modifications of the
FDDI boards), this is a low cost solution to providing multiple lOOMbps on current machines. In
addition, from both the performance analysis and the properties of these architectures, we conclude:
, ' l) Multiple processors providing identical services and the use of space division multiplexing for the
physical channels can provide better reliability than monolithic approaches^;!!' also provides graceful
degradation and low-cost load balancing^) .Coarse-grain parallelism supports running several transport
protocols in parallel to provide different0types of service^-For example, one TCP handles small messages
for many users, other TCPs running in parallel provide high bandwidth service to a single application^ '
(3) ^Coarse grain parallelism will be able to incorporate many future improvements from related
(e.g., reduced data movement, fast TCP,.fine-grain parallelism) also with a near linear speed-ups.
1 Introduction
Motivation
Past research directed towards increasing the speed of communication has focused mainly on the physical
media used to link computers together and the media access methods for such media[2, 6, 9. 19, 10]
but limited bandwidth on the physical transmission media is no longer the performance bottleneck in
communication systems. The development of high speed data networks in the range of Gbps imposes new-
requirements on the processing of communication protocols at the network node. Our objective in this
paper is to report on a study of,comrnu"iucation protocol processing~Fh~at--eanjiandle throughput in excess
of gigabit per second foMrsingle user application.
The need for-such. a system can be justified by examining several distributed collaborative~~commiter
applications'which require gigabit per second services made to be available to'an eirdsuser. Full motion
/This work is sponsored by CIT (596045), DARPA (N00174-C-91-0119), NASA (NAG187263), aVd SUN (596044) grants.
for use in video conferencing which needs high bandwidth and puts strict limits on average and variance
of the network delay introduced as data are delivered to end application. Computer imaging - medical,
seismic, and weather - demands low latency for data collection and high throughput for image transfers.
Visual techniques are also becoming increasingly important as a means of understanding the results of
advanced computer models. Breaking down a problem among networked computing resources - computer
steering - is used for visually oriented modeling. Such needs result in large bandwidth requirements. For
example, to drive a 1280x1024 24-bit color display updated 15 frames per second requires 472 Mbps data
streams.
Background
Made possible by progress in fiber-optic and VLSI technologies, networks offering increased transmission
capacity at decreased error rates are now becoming available. In many applications, the performance bot-
tleneck hence has shifted from the network to the processing required to execute communication protocols
in workstations and servers[7, 13, 27, 8, 11, l). Owing to this, a single application running on many "stan-
dard systems" cannot utilize a reasonable fraction of the bandwidth even on communication networks with
data rates in the lOMbps range. This restriction becomes more acute as networks offering larger band-
widths, e.g. FDDI (lOOMbps), are becoming widespread. Thus the design decisions used in developing
many existing protocols and computer architectures are inappropriate for the evolving high-speed net-
works. The three main decisions in question are the use of processing power to reduce transmission costs,
addition of processing cost to recover from errors, and the use of relatively simpler flow-control mechanisms
[11,3,4, 8, 17,29, 30, 12).
Zitterbart [32] classifies the approaches to speeding up protocol processing into those which modify
the seven layer protocol stack and those which provide high speed implementations of standard protocol
suites. An example of the first category is discussed by Haas in [14]. In this work, the seven layers of the
traditional OSI stack are grouped into three new layers; the lower three layers are combined into the network
access layer, the transport, session, and presentation layers are combined into a communication interface
layer, and the application layer becomes the new third layer. The tasks in the communication interface
layer are decomposed into functions that can be executed in parallel to provide improved throughput. An
example of the second category is explored by Van Jacobson in [17] with an optimized implementation of
TCP/IP. XTP [5] is a variation of this approach that combines the transport and network layers into a
VLSI implementation.
Approach
The central idea or theme of our approach is to use scalable parallelism at multiple levels as a basis for
a network architecture. In this context parallelism is denned as the representation of a single user's data
as a set of concurrent data streams which can be moved in parallel. This is not to be confused with
multi-user concurrency where data streams from several users may be moved concurrently. The number of
data streams may vary as they are being processed at various levels of the protocol stack. The degree of
parallelism at a given level is determined by the number of processors needed to operate on the streams
in parallel without introducing a bottleneck in the overall flow. Scalability is defined both in terms of a
system scaling with the number of processors and physical channels as well as the ability of different nodes
to use different amounts of bandwidth in the network.
We classify parallelism in protocol processing as seen in the literature at two levels[32]: (i) fine-grain,
and (ii) coarse-grain. Fine-grain parallelism[33, 21] is the decomposition of a protocol task at a given
level into several tightly-coupled, parallel, smaller subtasks. In the coarse-grain approach[15, 23], separate
identical protocol processing tasks run independently on several processors, each processing packets from
one or more data streams.This is illustrated in Figure 2. The key difference between the two approaches
is that a process is decomposed in the fine-grain approach and replicated in the coarse-grain one. The two
approaches are complementary rather than mutually exclusive since, for example, in Figure 2(b) , any of
the TCP processes could use fine-grained parallelism.
Note that the fine-grain approach results in parallelism limited by the number of distinct subtasks in
protocol processing, the dependency among subtasks, and the dissimilar computation times of individual
subtasks. In the coarse-grain approach, different degrees of parallelism can be applied at different layers
to provide services sufficient for that level. Because processors are operating on separate packets, they
are largely independent and synchronization overhead is small. The approach is scalable wi th physical
processors providing network services when needed and available to other tasks at other times. We note
that fine-grain parallelism alone cannot provide any improvement in reliability.
Coarse-grain parallelism also provides the flexibility of different classes of service to communicating
applications based on the individual application's needs and priority. This gives the flexibility of running,
for example, several copies of TCP on different processors and copies of UDP on other processors. Further,
for TCP support, one processor might handle all of the small packets for several light load user applications
and others share the process load for a single "high-bandwidth" application. Thus, even in shared memory
machines, this approach could avoid frequent context switches and cache misses for those TCP processors
handling the high bandwidth application. In addition, previous work indicates performance improvement
from placing traffic with similar attributes on separate channels[22].
The niche for which we see parallel networks most appropriate is the interoperable distribution of
gigabit NREN traffic[25]. In Figure 1, the dark line represents a set of concurrent channels (for example,
wavelength division or space division); each node is configured to attach to a subset (possibly all) of those
channels to access whatever bandwidth they need. Inside a node protocol processing is done in parallel
using multiple physical processors if available and when beneficial.
Parallel networks are important for many reasons. They complement other work on high data rate
networks; by building on existing parallelism in computer and data storage systems, e.g. RAID[26, 24],
and providing a natural mechanism for connecting them to a parallel network; by utilizing and improving
transport level parallelism[18] in networks; by improving data-recovery codes[31); by applying media level
parallelism in addition to media-level concurrency. Parallel networks provide an upward migration path
from existing networks. They allow scalability and fault tolerance capabilities not achievable with serial
networks and they can provide a favorable cost/benefit ratio in certain environments.
Objectives
The long term objective of our project (jointly conducted at Old Dominion University and Virginia Poly-
technic Institute and State University) is to demonstrate the feasibility of a gigabit node both from a
technological and an economical point of view. We have developed a general model, we have done a perfor-
mance study involving at least two different classes of nodes, namely, workstations and massively parallel
computers, and we have designed a 3-node, 4-channel prototype. We next ,plan~to realize the prototype,
use the experimental results of the prototype to validate the predictive power of our model, and complete
the design of a gigabit node.
As outlined below, this paper is a performance study of a workstation node and parallel computer node
having parallel interfaces to parallel networks. This study shows that parallelism increases performance
nearly linearly for small values of n (under 10), where n is the number of protocol processors or media
channels. Given the low cost of FDDI cards (currently about $2,000) and the availability of multiproces-
sor workstations, we can bridge the gap to gigabit networks now using moderately priced components.
Similarly, as industry is developing "gigabit workstations", i.e. workstations more suited to interact with
gigabit networks, we will be able to multiply the effect of emerging protocol technologies at a future time.
This study also shows that the inherent advantages of parallelism, fault tolerance and graceful degrada-
tion, can indeed be achieved with feasible designs. Node, processor, or link failure in a parallel system
simply means that traffic is shifted to a different processor or link, only reducing available ' 'bandwidth"
but not terminating a connection. Parallelism is particularly suited to forward error correction to solve
the latency problem in long networks. Coding across parallel channels combines the advantages of serial
Gigabit Connection
Parallel Computers
Workstations with
attached processors
Supercomputers
Figure 1: Need for local distribution
forward error corrections and the reliability of a parallel network providing better (latency and reliability)
overall performance.
In this paper we study scalability from a performance point of view to see if the approach scales with
processors as well as links. We do not address the architectural and routing issues of interconnecting nodes
of different throughput capacities to different subsets of available parallel channels; this will be a matter
of future papers.
Organization
In Section 2 of this paper we develop a general framework for parallel networks by describing a model and
discussing the issues and options posed. Since validation of this approach to high speed low-cost networking
must be assessed based on the constraints imposed by real hardware (e.g., memory, bus, and processor
speeds), operating system effects and protocol overheads, Sections 3 and 4 instantiate the general model
for workstation and parallel computer nodes akin to actual existing machines, and present an analysis of
the performance on these architectures. Section 5 summarizes the results of the study.
2 A General Framework For Coarse-Grain Parallel Networks
V
Communication systems are typically implemented as a hierarchy of protocol layers. Thus processing of a
stream of data from a single sender to a single receiver can be done in parallel at different levels both at
sender and receiver sites. In addition, if data from a single application are split into multiple streams at
some level in the protocol stack, processing can then be performed in parallel on these separate streams.
These streams can then proceed separately through additional layers and be rejoined later as appropriate
(depending on what works best). If streams are split, this is an ideal application for parallel processing since
interactions among the processes working on the separate streams can be very limited, even though they are
all working at the same level of the stack. Thus parallelism at a given level is based on replication: separate
identical processes (potentially on different physical processors) working on individual data streams.
In addition, this approach is realizable on several existing hardware architectures and provides a general
framework for presenting the work that follows. The ideal degree of parallelism both within and among
levels depends on physical properties of a particular hardware architecture and which types of network
services are most important. The generic model which describes multilevel and replicated parallelism
TCP
TCf
Physical channel
TCP
a) Fine-grain parallelism b) Coarse-grain parallelism
Figure 2: Different types of parallelism in communications
is intended to provide a framework which allows us to study both these issues which will be generally
applicable to the use of parallelism in networking and to study the interaction between a particular hardware
structure and the use of parallelism.
2.1 Generic Model Description
Figure 3 is a representation of our model for parallel communication in its most general form. The central
idea is to examine the use of parallelism wherever it may be effective; the model presents those places
where we expect parallel processing may be useful. We do not expect any effective concrete realization to
be this complex but as the model is mapped onto different real architectures, what can effectively be run
in parallel will change.
Since we provide for different degrees of parallelism at adjacent levels (and can demonstrate advantages
with this approach), we now have the opportunity to schedule work for individual processors as data are
moved from one layer to the next.
Figure 3 has 6 levelss, from parallel physical channels at the bottom tp the application level (which
also may include the presentation and session layers) at the top. Between adjacent layers are one or
more schedulers. The model makes no assumption about the assignment of tasks to processes or processes
to processors. It includes the idea that several tasks may be performed by a single process and several
processes may be assigned to a single processor; effective assignments depends on such items as the degree of
interaction among tasks and processes, underlying hardware, the operating system overhead, and processor
loads from other tasks. In addition, in a particular hardware architecture, some tasks may be realized in
hardware. For example, the scheduling scheme between two levels may be determined by the bus arbitration
scheme in the bus hardware.
At the application level, a single user application, operating as a set of processes, .4;, transfers large
amounts of data to another user at the remote end. The data units processed and exchanged at appli-
cation level are called chunks. A chunk may be divided into one or more segments and these segments
are exchanged between application A< and transport T, layer processes. There may be "n" such transport
processes. Since segments must be moved from an application process to many transport processes, sched-
uler processes 5a are placed logically between application and transport layers to manage this segment
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allocation. Similarly, scheduler processes St are located between transport and network level processes. A
scheduler process, St, accepts a packet from a transport process and schedules this packet to one of "m"
network level processes, £,. Likewise, a network process, £;, must select one of the virtual channels. This is
achieved through scheduler processes, 5n, located in between the network and media access layers. Lastly,
these virtual channels are then mapped onto physical channels by the scheduler processes, Sm. We assume
that either many parallel physical channels exist or that one or more high bandwidth physical channels
will be multiplexed to provide the appearance of several channels. A Sm scheduler may select the physical
channel based on destination and the route selected by network process Z, to reach that destination. A
sender and a receiver may have different degrees of parallelism at different layers.
This model assumes the existence of several physical processors. It can be mapped into a variety of
realizations. For example, we include the very simplistic approach consisting of single application processor
preparing data which are split into two streams. Each data stream is processed independently by a separate
TCP/IP processor and sent to a separate FDDI board (for the media access level) and onto physically
separate FDDI fibers. These data streams are then received by two separate FDDI boards located in a
single node which are connected to two TCP/IP processors, and rejoined to present a single stream to
a receiving application process. Thus, once the ci.ita streams are separated, they do not interact until
rejoined at the receiver. Many variations are possible. For example, the two TCP/IP streams could be
rejoined and transmitted by a single FDDI board.
Because the identified bottlenecks in the protocol processing and absence of standard media access
protocols designed for gigabit speeds, we chose to use parallelism at the transport and media access layers.
We have one or more fast application processors (APs) connected by some communication fabric (dependent
on the particular hardware present in a node) with m protocol processors (PPs) running in parallel. These
PPs send and receive data using n physical channels with only one scheduler to load balance the physical
channels. Usually the number of PPs and the number of channels differ. Variations on this basic structure
are studied in sections 4 and 5.
2.2 Issues and Options
1 DRDA
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2 CRCA C, Central Sender Ctrl
C, Central Receiver Cut
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DRDA : Distributed Retransmissions, Distributed Acknowledgements
CRCA : Centralized Retransmissions. Centralized Acknowledgements
DRCA : Distributed Retransmissions. Centralized Acknowledgements
CRDA : Centralized Retransmissions. Distributed Acknowledgements
Figure 4: Acknowledgments and retransmissions
In communication systems that use multiple processes at several protocol layers, many issues which effect
performance are dependent on properties of hardware present in the system and will be unique to that
hardware. However several important issues which would not exist in a serial implementation will be
present in almost any parallel solution. This are discussed here.
1. Scheduling policy. A major issue is finding an optimal data allocation strategy from an application
process to many independent protocol processes and a protocol process to many network interfaces
for transmission. The scheduling policy will affect the load balancing potentials among hardware
components (processors, buses, memory, and channels, for example) and can have dramatic effects
oiv petfotmaace. TK« data, scheduling task can. either be adaptive based on information from lower and
upper layers or it can be simple such as first-come-first-served or round-robin. An adaptive scheduler
may result in better performance utilization at an additional cost of collecting state information:
it can make decisions based on information about what is going on below it (queue length at each
processor or expected time of token arrival, for example) or what is going on above it (for example,
when the next data will arrive). The cost of doing adaptive scheduling and obsolescence of some
types of potentially useful state information are issues which should be used to analyze adaptive
scheduling schemes.
2. Scheduler location. A scheduling process can run either independently on each protocol (PP)
processor (distributed scheduling) per layer or on a single processor (central scheduling) in between
two layers. For example the transport to network level scheduler can run locally on each, PP or
in a central device located conceptually between network layer and MAC layer. This location of a
scheduler process will impact the performance and fault-tolerance of the system.
3. Window management, time-outs and acknowledgments. One can assume that timers and
acknowledgments are processed by the PPs. In this solution, all PPs operate independently and still
contribute to the task of transmitting a block of data. This is obviously not the only way to perform
these functions and we have identified four basic ways in which they can be done. Each of these are
illustrated in Figure 4 and are discussed more below.
4. Error detection and correction strategies. Error detection and correction strategies across
multiple parallel physical channels can be employed to recover from lost/corrupted data and channel
loss efficiently. These strategies can save retransmissions at a cost of additional code bits per packet.
If a forward error correction mechanism is employed, all bits transmitted in parallel must be present
at the receiver at about the same time so that errors can be corrected quickly. On the other hand
not all packets need to be present to compute all correct data packets.
5. Retransmission timer value. Retransmission timer value in existing nonparallel transport pro-
tocol implementations is computed based on the smoothed round trip time of packets over a single
channel. This computation may not be valid when a single transport connection spans over parallel
channels which behave independently. Hence, retransmission timer management is an issue in parallel
implementations of communication protocols.
6. Shared memory. In multiprocessor architectures, distributed shared memory for processors ver-
sus local memory per processor is a major performance issue in achieving the higher throughput.
Although shared memory makes processor coordination simpler, but it comes at the cost of lower
performance. Local memory reduces the load on global memory access, but may require additional
data copy operations^ from one processor's local memory to another processor's local memory.
7. Memory access, data copying and operating system interrupts. These issues are equally im-
portant as in serial implementations. Their impact though is different because some of the operations
can be overlapped and pipelined. \
Acknowledgements and Retransmissions Management
Figure 4 illustrates the four choices in handling acknowledgments and retransmissions. The first solution,
called DRDA for Distributed Retransmissions Distributed Acknowledgments, assigns the task of timer
maintenance to the PP that generated a packet. The receiving PP generates an acknowledgment and
sends it to the transmitting processor directly. This is a distributed solution and essentially uses separate
transport connections between the sending and receiving PPs.
The second solution, CRCA - Centralized Retransmissions, Centralized Acknowledgments - uses sep-
arate PPs on both sides to maintain timers and to generate acknowledgments. In this solution, the PP
labeled Cs assigns a packet for transmission to PP labeled 5< and S{ sends it to any receiving PP labeled Rj.
On receipt of a packet, R: notifies the PP labeled Cr which determines if an acknowledgment is required.
If one is needed, it is built and sent to any PP on the transmitting side. Received acknowledgments are
forwarded to C, and the corresponding timer is stopped. This solution is similar to that proposed by Jain
et al. in [18].
The third configuration, DRCA - Distributed Retransmissions, Centralized Acknowledgments - uses a
central PP on the receiving end, Cr, but each of the sending PPs maintains timers for its packets. When
a packet is received, CT is notified as in CRCA, and it sends an acknowledgment to any PP on the sending
side. As before acknowledgments are forwarded to the sending PP and the timer is stopped.
The final solution, CRDA - Centralized Retransmissions, Distributed Acknowledgments, uses a central
PP for timer maintenance and packet retransmission as with CRCA, but each of the receiving PPs generates
acknowledgments locaJy and sends them to any PP on the sending side.
Providing a completely decentralized solution (DRDA), like the first one shown in Figure 4, reduces
interprocessor communication requirements on the sending side and we can expect throughput to increase.
The cost associated with this solution, however, becomes evident when resequencing is performed at the
receiving end. The host or receiving application must have enough storage space for many segments of data,
rather than packets, because while packets within a segment are sequenced by the sending and receiving
processors, the segments must be resequenced by the receiving application host.
A central processor performing acknowledgment generation makes packet resequencing easier and may
reduce system latency because only complete packets must be received, rather than segments. It also
implies that, a single window is maintained for data, coming (torn all processors, so more memory is lequiied.
Additionally, increased interaction among processors is required and may reduce overall system throughput.
3 Bus-based Multiprocessor Workstation Architectures
Previous work in parallel computing shows that inappropriate decomposition of a problem results in poor
performance rather than naively predicted speed-ups[20j. We feel that the potential for significant improve-
ments both in speed and reliability clearly exists with this parallel approach, but must be demonstrated.
Proper evaluation must take real operating system, protocol, and hardware effects into account. In the
next two sections, we describe our analysis of parallel network performance on both a Sun Galaxy Mul t i -
processor and a Touchstone machine. These machines have very different architectures. Before beginning
detailed analysis, we felt that the likely performance bottlenecks would be related to processing speeds,
memory contention, and bus contention. These machines are of interest because they present different
communication fabrics: Sun is bus-based with a single global memory, Touchstone has a mesh interconnec-
tion fabric with local memory for each processor. Concerns about memory access and bus contention also
led us to consider a variation of the Sun architecture with two buses and local memory for each processor.
Results from analysis of these architectures are presented in this and the next section. The work reported
here presents positive support of the benefits of coarse-grain parallelism.
Our conceptual model for parallel protocol processing represents processing functions as cooperating
processes. To instantiate this model on a given parallel hardware architecture, we need to describe the
facilities for interprocess communication, memory architecture and the location, number and types of
schedulers and map the application and the protocol processes onto different processors. As a first instan-
tiation of our model we have selected a multiprocessor workstation. We believe for gigabit networks to
succeed they cannot rely on a few supercomputers to operate in a distributed fashion but rather gigabit
communication must be made available to the large number of workstation users who constitute the vast
majority in our computing community. Although current workstations are not designed to handle gigabit
traffic, many now have multiprocessors. We will show that these workstations can handle multiple 100
Mbps traffic when conjoined with a parallel network. Within the current technology framework we are
restricted to bus-based architectures when instantiating the model for workstations.
Here, we describe two bus-based instantiations to realize the proposed conceptual model for parallel
processing. The instantiations have the following common features.
• Each application process is located in an independent applications processor (AP).
• Each protocol process is located in an independent protocol processor (PP)-
• Each protocol process does TCP and IP processing. We assume that the application requires reliable
stream oriented transmission of data and postpone for later studies the impact of using such protocols
such as UDP for high bandwidth applications.
• To allocate the segments generated by the application processor to the protocol processors, we employ
a scheduler (called the application scheduler). The scheduler is located in the application processor
itself.
• The scheduler to allocate packets from the protocol process to the network interface (called the
network scheduler) is located either in each protocol processor or in a special mux/demux device.
• The bus (or buses) acts as the basic communication fabric for interprocess communication.
• If shared memory is present, it can also be used as a medium for interprocess communication.
With this concept of parallel processing in mind, the challenge is to design MIMD (multiple instructions
multiple data) like architectures in which processors independently execute TCP/IP on multiple data
streams originating from a common application source stream and push processed packets on multiple
channels to provide higher end-to-end throughput. Since an application generates data and data are
distributed to protocol processors, the data should be available to all processors at a common place which
can be a global memory, to prevent multiple copying of the data. This flow across AP and PPs must be
controlled. One possible and readily available solution being providing a bus between these two components
to serialize the access to the bus. Keeping this as motivation the following feasible architectures are studied
for such applications.
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Figure 5: 2-Bus Distributed Scheduler architecture(2-Bus/DS)
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3.1 A Two-Bus Instantiation
Figure 5 shows a two-bus instantiation of the general parallel architecture. The main objective in selecting
this architecture is to determine the impact of distributed scheduling and local memory on the overall
performance of the system. Here a single high performance processor is running the application and is
capable of generating (at sender's end) or consuming (at receiver's end) data at the rate of multiple 100
Mbps. The two buses are referred to as ABUS (or the application bus) and the NBUS (or the network
bus). Since a single processor cannot efficiently utilize the available channel capacity, multiple independent
protocol processors (PPs) are connected between an ABUS and an NBUS where each PP executes an
independent copy of TCP/IP. Each processor is assumed to have sufficient local memory to do processing
as well as data storage functions. The application generated data, in the form of segments, are copied from
the AP's local memory to the local memory of a PP over the ABUS. The PP is chosen based on a scheduling
policy implemented by application scheduler process running on application processor. When a PP gets
a segment, it does TCP/IP processing for it and schedules packets for theNnetwork interfaces according
to a policy implemented by network scheduler. This architecture is a distributed scheduler architecture
because network scheduler task is distributed among the PPs.
3.2 A Single-Bus Instantiation
Figure 6 presents an instantiation based on Sun Microsystem's Galaxy Multiprocessor system. The main
objective of selecting this architecture is to determine the effect of global memory and central scheduling
on the performance of the overall system. Since distributed scheduling is assumed to be more expensive
in terms of propagation of information and the use of probably obsolete load information, the centralized
scheduler is expected to result in improved performance. The increased performance may be achieved at the
expense of reduced fault-tolerance. This architecture, referred to as 1-bus, has a very high speed bus which
can support up to sixteen Spare processors and I/O devices. (The current release, however, supports four
processors, three I/O devices, and the memory, and is adequate for our experimentation.) Each processor
gets its instructions and data from the shared memory. Since many independent processors get their data
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and text from one shared memory, the. memory contention problem can be solved temporarily with faster
memories and using a "Split Protocol" on the bus[!6J. This protocol guarantees that any module requesting
memory does not block the bus during the time of service of that request. The network scheduler is located
in the Mux/Demux device. The custom-made device Mux/Dmux is definitely a performance bottleneck
because it serializes the parallel effort achieved in the transport layer. However, it enables us to analyze
the tradeoffs in the use of forward error-correction techniques and a centralized scheduler. With cross
channel coding, a form of forward error-correction technique, it is possible to recreate the data stream
at the receiver even when I out of m channels are faulty reducing the need for retransmissions[3l]. For
efficient coding of data on all channels the data stream has to be serialized at some point before it is put
on the physical channels.
Various issues which may effect the performance of these multiprocessor architectures when parallel
protocol processing concept is implemented on them are detailed in the next section and options for
efficiency and higher performance are also proposed.
3.3 Model and Simulation
Here we describe the simulation models developed to evaluate the proposed 2-bus and 1-bus architectures.
The major common components in all the architectures are: application process, application scheduler,
protocol process, network scheduler and FDDI interface. But the specifications of these common com-
ponents may vary between the architectures. The discrete event simulator was written in C with every
process and hardware component modeled as an object. The model was validated in several ways. Early
on, detailed traces were generated to confirm that the proper events where occurring as they should. In
addition, the model was run with parameter set to values which should produce results with well know
performance features to confirm that the program would replicate those featues. We also determined the
run-lengths sufficient to ensure that output statistics are stable.
• Application process. An application process runs on the application processor (AP) generating
segments of data at uniform rates. It requires an end-to-end transfer of its data in excess of 300
Mbps (arbitrarily assumed in our experiments). The application data are available as a sequence
of segments and such segments are allocated to the protocol processors (PPs) by the application
scheduler process.
• Scheduling policies. The application scheduler process implements a first-come-first-served schedul-
ing policy (FGFS) in allocating segments generated by the application process to the protocol pro-
cesses. Here, as soon as a protocol process is found to be capable of handling an additional segment
(e.g. due to availability of free buffers), that PP is allocated the next segment in line. In our model,
we assumed PPs never had to wait for segments from APs since we were concerned with PP processing
speeds and not with processing speed at the application level. *•>
The network scheduler process implements two types of scheduling policies in allocating packets from
the protocol process to the network interface. The round-robin or RR policy is the simplest one,
where the network Scheduler allocates packets to NIs in a round-robin fashion. The second policy,
the adaptive scheduling policy, allocates packets to the NIs based on the minimum value of a function
which depends on the queue size at a NI and the last cycle token rotation time of the NI. Clearly,
a N.I with smaller queue size is preferred to the one with a larger queue size; a NI with smaller last
token rotation is preferred to one with a larger token rotation time.
• TCP/IP connection. Each sender PP works on an independent TCP connection with a receiver
PP. The data stream is handled by a PP according to the RFC 793 [28]. The processor speed is
assumed to vary from I MIPS (typical of a Sun3/50) to 25 MIPS (typical of a Spare). Instructions
for TCP/IP are assumed to be in cache with a 100% hit rate, but data to be sent has a 0% hit rate.
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• Network interface. The network interface (NI) is modeled as an FDDI interface connected to a
fiber-optic ring with 20 nodes evenly distributed along a length of 20 kms. Among these nodes, two
are designated as the sender and the receiver for our experiment. Since we assume the high-bandwidth
requiring nodes to coexist with other low-bandwidth nodes in the network, we simulated the latter
traffic by introducing the background traffic. Hence, the background traffic is an integral part of the
total network traffic and is aggregated as a single entity in our simulations. The background traffic
on one ring is independent from the traffic on other rings. We consider both uniform and nonuniform
cases of background traffic. Also the background traffic on a ring is not delivered to eiher the parallel
sender and parallel receiver; they only process data belonging to the application. If we assume, for
example, 30% of total capacity of six FDDI channels as background traffic, then the available channel
capacity will be approximately 6*(lOO-30-token rotation loss) or approximately 300-390 Mbps.
• Memory. When local memory is present in a processor board, data are exchanged between processors
via the bus (i.e. a memory to memory copy is performed). In case of shared memory, each processor's
transmit/receive buffers are managed as separate entities in the memory and hence no explicit data
transfer is necessary. To resolve bus contention in the case of local memory and memory contention
in the case of shared memory, we use the FCFS policy.
• Acknowledgments and retransmissions. Acknowledgments and retransmissions are handled in
a completely distributed manner (DRDA). Experiments with other policies are currently underway.
Errors on channels are simulated as negative acknowledgments and sender PP starts retransmission
of all the packets starting from the error packet in its window till the last packet sent.
• Mux/Demux. The multiplexor/demultiplexer device in the 1-bus architecture schedules packets
from PPs to NIs in both round robin and first-come-first-served fashion, based on the option selected.
It may also encode data packets and pad them with some extra bits to enable complete reconstruction
of data at receiver when employing the cross channel coding.
Since our approach to protocol processing is radically different from the traditional serial approach,
we have considered the serial architecture for baseline comparisons. For this purpose, a serial architecture
is represented as consisting of one application processor, a single protocol processor, communicating on a
single bus. We have not made any attempts to optimize the parameters of this architecture to function
efficiently at high speeds. Instead, when the serial system is to be compared to a parallel system with
four protocol processors, the speed of the serial processor is increased four times. Similarly, other serial
system parameters are also set on the same basis. In comparing the performance of the proposed parallel
architectures with the baseline serial architectures, our intention is to determine whether parallelism has an
advantage over traditional architecture in reliability and cost while not loosing in performance. It may also
be true that we may be trading one for the other. We wish to determine thfc facts with our experiments.
Table 1 illustrates various hardware and software parameters important for simulation and their corre-
sponding values adopted in our experiments. The parameters in Table 1 are classified into three categories:
hardware-related, software-related, and control parameters. While the hardware and software related pa-
rameter values chosen here represent a sample of reasonable values in the current technology, the values in
the control section represent optimal values obtained through experimentation.
3.4 Performance Results
The main objective of our experiments is to determine the feasibility of the proposed architectures to
achieve the desired scalability in performance. Especially, we are interested in determining the reliability-
roundtrip delay tradeoffs within the architectures. In addition, we are also interested in determining the
efficacy of each of the options proposed to solve issues in these architectures. This section attempts to
summarize our results and conclusions in this context, without strongly supporting one architecture over
the other to build a system. The performance of an architecture is measured in terms of throughput and
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Selected Hardware Parameters
No of AP»
No. of PPs
No. of Nts
MIPS
ABUS speed (Mbps)
NBUS speed (Mbps)
Error race
FDOI speed (Mbps)
Memory Access (nsecs/word)
Selected Software Parameters
Application Scheduler policy
Network Scheduler policy
Selected Control Parameters
Segment size (Kbits)
Window size (kbits)
Packet size (kbits)
2-Bus/DS
Local Memory
1
4
6
25
800
800
10*- 9
100
80
FCFS
RR/ Adaptive
36
216
36
1-Bus/CS
Shared Memory
1
4
6
25
2400
-
10e-9
100
20
FCFS
RR/ Adaptive
36
72
36
Serial
Shared Memory
1
1
I
200
2400
-
10e-9
600
5
-
-
144
864
36
Table 1: Table of simulated hardware and software parameters
round trip delay per segment (i.e., the time a segment has been generated by the application to the time
it has been fully acknowledged at the sender application scheduler).
Experiments were done with the simulator to find the optimal values of (i) segment size, (ii) TCP
window size, (iii) processor speed, (iv) bus speed, and (v) memory access time for all architectures operating
under variable environment parameters such as: (a) background traffic on channels, (b) background traffic
on the bus, (c) scheduler policy, and (d) error rate. Our aim is to provide end-to-end throughput around
300 Mbps at minimal round trip delay per segment. We identified 300 Mbps as a throughput level because
it is a significant improvement over what is currently available and is also sufficient to raise major issues
in use of parallelism.
To make maximum use of a.FDD! frame, the TCP packet size was fixed at 4500 bytes. Through
successive experimentation, it was observed that at least four PPs and six FDDIs (NIs) are needed to
achieve around 300 Mbps end-to-end throughput in all the two architectures. Subsequent subsections
present a brief analysis and interpretation of the experiment results.
v
• Bus Speeds, Processor speeds and Memory Access Time. Through experimentation with
processor speeds and bus speeds, we conclude the following.
- For the 2-bus architecture, the processor speed can be anywhere between 1 MIPS (86% utiliza-
tion) to 25 MIPS (4% utilization) and bus speeds should be 700 Mbps or greater. To avoid
overloading of the components, 2 MIPS processor (with 45% utilization) and 800 Mbps bus
speed were selected for subsequent experiments.
- For the 1-bus architecture, bus speed (2400 Mbps) and processor MIPS (25 MIPS) were chosen to
resemble the SUN Galaxy MP system. Experiments, where memory access time was varied from
20r7secs/word to SOrjsecs/word, showed that throughput and round trip delay would deteriorate
by 90% for the slower memory. Table 2 shows this behavior. For subsequent experiments, we
chose 25 MIPS protocol processor speeds for a fair comparison of the architectures but the bus
speed for 2-bus architecture was kept at 800 Mbps.
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Access time
per word
r/secs
20
40
80
Delay per
read/write
psecs
7.1
17.46
54.87
System
Throughput
Mbps
323
284
170
Round Trip
time per
segment
/isecs
1092
1235
2085
Table 2: Comparative performance of 1-bus architecture under varying memory speed
0 TCP Window Size. To determine the optimal TCP window size which delivers maximum through-
put with minimal round-trip delays, three experiments were conducted corresponding to small (36
Kbits), medium (72 Kbits) and large (108 Kbits) segment sizes. Figures 7 through 10 illustrate the
impact of window size for the 36 Kbit, 72 Kbits and 108 Kbits segment sizes. From the plots, the
optimal window size for the 2-bus architectures is found to be 216 Kbits and for the 1-bus architecture
it is 72 Kbits for segment size of 36 Kbits. These results indicate that the window size selection is
such that -
- No protocol processor starves for data to be sent while waiting for the acknowledgments (This
helps in achieving higher throughput by proper scheduling.);
- No packet waits unnecessarily in sender's window. (This helps in achieving lower round-trip
delays.)
• Segment Size. To avoid introducing additional latency, the segment size for any architecture should
be bigger than the TCP packet size and smaller than the TCP window size. Experiments suggest a
minimal segment size of 36 Kbits for both the architectures which is the lower bound on the segment
size. A larger segment size for any. architecture provides similar throughput but at around 7% to 23%
higher round trip delay. A larger segment size results in higher round trip delay because the segment
has to contend multiple times for bus and memory (for every TCP packet a segment makes). Also
every TCP packet of the segment suffers protocol processing delay.
• Round Trip Times per TCP packet. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the round-trip timing dis-
tribution for TCP packets sent by a PP under nonuniform channel loads for both the architectures
under study. Figure 13 shows the round trip time distribution for TCP packets for a conventional
(single processor) architecture. While the average round-trip delay in Figures 11 and 12 should not
be directly compared due to architectural differences, the large variations in TCP packets' round tr ip
time in the parallel architectures considered here as compared to the.conventional case is apparent.
This variation may cause serious concerns in managing TCP timeout timers in multiple channel
implementations. If a timeout timer is managed as specified in current TCP recommendations, the
TCP connections will timeout for many packets for this large variation of round trip delay. Hence
many retransmissions will occur. (To get round trip time distributions, these simulation experiments
were conducted with a very high timeout timer values.) To confirm this belief, the distributions were
processed according to suggested smoothed round trip time (srtt = (1 - a) * rtt + a * srtt) and
retransmission timeout timer (rto — 0 * srtt) calculations according to the equations given below
from [28]. The values of a and (3 chosen were 0.2 and 2.0 respectively. The number of computed
timeouts which could have occurred in each case are depicted in each figure. These variations in
round trip times are observed to occur only under nonuniform channel load conditions.
• Comparison of Architectures. Table 3 presents a comparative estimate of the performance of two
architectures for various policies implemented in network scheduler aad various background loads on
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Figure 11: 2-Bus architecture: RTT Distribution for TCP Packets
FDDI channels. In nonuniform case, background load on each channel was varied in steps of ±10%
(lower and upper bounds being 10% and 50% respectively) with an initial and final loads of 30%.
Hence, nonuniformity starts and ends with a uniform channel loads on all channels. Half of the
channels take positive steps and remaining half take negative steps during six such variations evenly
distributed over a simulation run. Under all channel conditions (refer Table 3), the 2-Bus architecture
performs better than 1-Bus architecture in terms of smaller processor
 VMIPS and slower bus speeds
for similar throughput values. /
Conventional vs. Bus-based Multiprocessor Architecture Performance. Tables 1 and 3
present a comparison of performance of the two proposed instantiations with the serial architecture.
(Recall from Section 3 that a serial architecture is a single processor, single bus system.) As observed
from the experiments, the window size needed for TCP is 864 Kbits which is three times TCP window
size (4 x 72 Kbits) in the 1-bus architecture. The protocol processor MIPS and memory speed are
eight and four times morer respectively. The main reason the performance of the serial architecture is
actually less than the "equivalent" parallel system is twofold: one, "equivalent" is not really accurate
because we only adjusted the processor's speed, and two, more importantly, in our simulation the
serial implementation did not pipeline its memory access and computation cycles. Performance of the
serial architecture is still in the same range as the parallel architecture, but requires a hypothetical
network interface of the order of 600 Mbps is needed which would be more expensive using current
technology. In terms of reliability and fault-tolerance, the serial architecture has no fault-tolerance
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while the 1-bus architecture can tolerate 3 protocol processor failures, and 5 channel failures. We
can conclude that "comparable performance" is juxtaposed to a serial architecture with more cost
and less reliability.
3.5 Memory Access and Operating System Interrupts
As mentioned in the introduction, a main objective of our study is to determine the effectiveness of coarse
grain parallelism processing in building high-speed networks using the existing technology. It is widely
believed that processing speed is the singlemost bottleneck in achieving higher throughput between single
application process pairs. While this statement appears to be valid in a nonparallel system, its validity
in the parallel case is not obvious. For example, if we consider the TCP/IP protocol processing, some
components of the processing need to be done in a strictly serial fashion. Updating windows, for example,
is a function that is to be executed serially for a given pair of communicating application processes.
Other functions such as computing checksum may be executed in parallel for different packets within the
same window. For this reason, we have analyzed the fast-path TCP/IP and categorized its processing
requirements in terms of serial and parallel. The time estimates based on the 1-bus shared memory
instantiation are summarized in Table 4. For brevity, only the results of our analysis for the send call are
presented. As shown in Table 4, when the packet size is 500 bytes, for a memory speed of 40 ns, processor
speed of 15 MIPS, and the checksum computed in software, then the parallel portion of TCP/IP consumes
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58.2 us and the serial portion consumes 12.1 ^sec. This indicates that while a serial protocol processor
of 15 MIPs would take 70.3 ^ts to send a single 500-byte packet, a two-processor system could send two
packets in (2*12.1-1-58.2) or 112.4 /is, a speedup of 1.25. Continuing this analogy, the maximum achievable
speedup of 5.7 (ss 70.3/12.1) is possible. Similarly, when the packet size of 4500 bytes is considered, a
speedup of up to 3.5 can be obtained for a memory speed of 40 ns.
From this analysis as well as the simulation results discussed earlier, we conclude that parallelism at
the protocol processing level can result in a 3-7 fold increase in the network throughput. This gain may be
obtained in spite of the inherent limitations such as the existing TCP/IP protocols and the bus speed in bus
architectures. Further, if the current efforts of other researchers to develop more efficient protocols succeed
(thereby reducing the sequential portion), then we can obtain even higher throughput by employing the
proposed parallel architectures.
4 Distributed Memory-Based Parallel Computer Architectures
A second application of parallel networking we believe to be particularly fruitful is where parallel physical
networks are connected to a device which already uses parallelism in some fashion, for example massively
parallel computers. In this section we study the instantiation of the generic model in which a single
application is running as a set of cooperating processes on a large set of individual processors, each with
its own memory and connected through a complex communications fabric. The selection of this model
was motivated by the structure of the Touchstone DELTA machine. The DELTA is a MIMD machine
and can have up to 512 processors and has six I/O nodes (gateway processors). It is suitable for several
computation intensive applications. For example, a user at a remote site is interested in the time evolution
of, for example, the solution of a computational fluid dynamics problem. This application in addition to
the need for intensive computation requires a large amount of data to be moved through the network at a
very high speed (Gbps).
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Packet
Size
(bytes)
soo
4500
Memory
Speed
(ns/word)
40
20
40
20
40
20
40
20
Processor
Speed
(MIPS)
is
25
IS
25
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25
IS
25
Checksum
Com put.
Software
Hardware
(on the fly)
Software
Hardware
(on the fly)
Time for
Parallel
Part
(/*•)
54.2
30.4
19.2
10.0
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98.6
14.3
8.8
SendQ call
Serial
Part
(MS)
12.1
5.8
3.1
1.5
63.6
39.6
3.6
2.1
Maximum
Speedup
5.8
6.2
7.2
7.6
3.5
3.4
4.9
5.1
Table 4: Potential speedup for send() system call
The instantiation of the model based on Touchstone Delta is shown in Figure 16 with the following
features:
V
• a set of k application processors interconnected through a mesh type interconnection network,
• a set of n protocol (gateway) processors interconnected as a linear array,
• a set of m network units, one for each gateway processor,
• all types of processors are assumed to have local memory, and
• both the schedulers, application scheduler and network schedulers, are mapped onto the protocol
processor.
4.1 Model and Simulation
This simulator builds on the simulator used for the workstation node and uses the same modules for
the TCP/IP and FDDI simulations and the same DCRA method for handling acknowledgments and
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Figure 14: Distributed memory machine model
retransmissions. Some of the features of the model for which we did the simulation runs are summarized
below.
• Independent data generators. The simulation model does not incorporate the modeling of the
application data generation from the various processors. The protocol processors receive data from
independent data generators.
• Fixed mapping. The number of protocol processors is much less than the number of application
processors, thereby implying more than one application processor sends data to a single protocol
processor. In general, this mapping of application processors to protocol processors may not be
fixed. That is, an application processor with time can change its destination protocol processor.
However, for simplicity we assume this mapping to be fixed. By changing the arrival data rate on a
protocol processor we can have the same effect.
• Scheduling strategy. We simulate fixed and adaptive strategies for the application scheduler
and network scheduler. In the fixed strategy the application scheduler sends data to its TCP/IP
process. In the adaptive strategy the application scheduler, using the information from TCP/IP, can
choose to send data to an application scheduler residing in the neighboring processor. An application
scheduler accepts or rejects a segment depending upon the status of its input queue. If its input
queue reaches the "high" threshold value, the application scheduler rejects the segment and passes it
to the application scheduler on the right adjacent processor. This application scheduler behaves in
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Table 5: Impact of scheduling with data generation rate being 37% of the available capacity at a fixed
window size of 64 Kbits and network length of 20 Km
Sched.
Policy
Fixed/
Fixed
Adaptive/
Fixed
Adaptive/
Adaptive
Throughput
(Mops)
No
Background
Load
224.47
374.29
374.80
Uniform
Background
Load (30%)
125.18
270.88
275.30
One
Channel
Overload
100.54
266.53
224.03
Two
Channels
Overload
88.15
258.04
202.66
Table 6: Impact of scheduling with data generation rate being 87% of the available capacity at a fixed
window size of 64 Kbits and network length of 20 Km
like fashion unless application scheduler queues on all the processors have reached the high threshold
values. In this case the data segment will stay with the last processor. Here, the last processor is
the left adjacent neighbor of the processor which initially had the data segment. To keep track of
the last processor, a count byte is appended with the data segment.NThe count is incremented by
a processor before it passes the data segment to the right neighbor/ (We assume the linear array
interconnection network has wrap around connection.) Similarly in the fixed strategy for network
scheduler, data are sent to the network units residing in the same processor whereas in the adaptive
strategy data can be send to the network units residing in the adjacent processor.
• Control flow. Once a data segment reaches the last processor, a control flow signal is broadcast to all
data generators to stop sending data. The data generators are restarted once the application scheduler
queue of any processor falls below the low threshold value. Note that we use two thresholds: "high"
threshold and "low" threshold for the input queue at application scheduler. The "high"1 threshold is
used for blocking the data generator, and the "low" threshold is used for starting the data generator.
• Acknowledgments and retransmissions. The acknowledgment for a packet after coming to
a network interface is passed to the network scheduler of the connected processor. The network
scheduler diverts the acknowledgment to the proper TCP where the packet was generated. A TCP,
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Table 7: Impact of scheduling on different network lengths with data generation rate being 37% of the
available capacity at a fixed window size of 64 Kbits
after collecting all the packet acknowledgments of a segment (which it had broken into packets),
sends the segm'ent-ack to the application scheduler.
• Hardware Characteristics. In our simulation some of the parameter values such as time taken
to move data from one processor to an adjacent processor do not correspond to the actual values
of the Touchstone DELTA. But these timings do not affect our conclusions since they are based on
relative performances. We also assume that in the future fast lower level protocols such as FDDI will
be supported on the system.
4.2 Performance Results
Our approach to evaluate the system mirrors the one described in Section 3.2. The emphasis here is on
the impact of scheduling, window size, and network length.
• Scheduling impact. The scheduling impact results are summarized in Tables 5 and 6. The first
column of these tables give the scheduling strategies adopted for application scheduler and network
scheduler.
For example, an entry Adaptive/Fixed implies that we use adaptive strategy for application scheduler
and fixed strategy for network scheduler. The second column lists the throughput under no back-
ground load conditions. The third column lists the throughput under uniform background load. The
fourth and fifth columns list throughput when one and two channels are overloaded. Table 5 gives
results when the application offers data at a rate well below the capacity of the parallel network
and Table 6 gives the results when the application has to be throttled because the parallel net is
saturated.
Below the performance knee of the delay curve for overall throughput, the scheduling can maintain
throughput even when individual channels are overloaded. At saturation level the scheduler helps im-
prove throughput but cannot effectively shift the load. As currently simulated the network schedulers
actually degrade performance when the channels are overloaded. The key reason for this behavior
is the linear interconnection scheme of the Touchstone I/O nodes. We are developing alternative
scheduling policies which, we hope, will solve these problems.
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Table 8: Impact of scheduling on window size with data generation rate being 37% of the available capacity
at a fixed network length of 20 Km for adaptive/adaptive scheduling
• Window size and network length. In Table 7 we observe that throughput is maintained better
under overload for longer networks when we use scheduling (although they are not yet optimal). In
longer networks queues start building up at the network interface units which are redistributed by
the schedulers.
Table 8 shows the expected impact of latency by increased window size under no load and shows that
the effect is exacerbated by overloading of channels. We observed the same randomization effect on
round-trip delays over parallel channels which we saw in the workstation node and expect solutions
for the window management and retransmissions used in the workstation node to work as well here.
In summary, we have shown that coarse grain parallelism is equally applicable to distributed mem-
ory parallel machines. The protocol issues and solutions carry forward from the bus-based machines but
scheduling policies have to be adapted to the architectural features of parallel machines.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have analyzed the use of coarse-grain parallelism (that is, the use of both multiple protocol
processors running replicated software and several physical channels) to provide high speed communication
services to a single application at a single network node. We developed a general structure for coarse-grain
parallelism appropriate for use in a gigabit per second node. Since performance is highly dependent
on real issues such as hardware properties (e.g., memory speeds and cache hit rates), operating system
interference (e.g., interrupt handling), and protocol performance (e.g. effect of timeouts) we performed
detailed simulation studies of both a bus-based multiprocessor workstation node (based on the Sun Galaxy
MP multiprocessor) and a distributed-memory parallel computer node (based on the Touchstone DELTA).
Mapping of the general model into concrete architectures requires selection of scheduling algorithms and
assigning processes (protocol and scheduling) to physical processors. To operate near the potential speeds
possible using the particular architecture, this mapping must reflect the communication fabric available in
the underlying hardware.
We can draw some general conclusions about the use of coarse-grained parallelism for high performance
networking. Some are based directly on the performance studies which we concluded of the two hardware
architectures we studied:
• Coarse-grain parallelism can deliver multiple lOOMbps with currently available hardware platforms
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Figure 15: RTT Distribution for TCP Packets
(such as the Sun Galaxy) and with existing networking protocols (using TCP/IP) using parallel
FDDI rings.
• Scale up is near linear in the number of protocol processors and channels (at least up to a few hundred
Mbps). This is more significant since the analysis is for hardware architectures and existing protocols
(TCP) and MAC layer components (FDDI) not designed with high speed network applications in
mind. ;.'
• Since these results are based on existing hardware (both the Sun and the Touchstone) without
specialized hardware (except perhaps for some simple modifications of the FDDI boards), we feel
that this is a low cost solution to providing multiple lOOMbps on current machines.
In addition, from both our detailed performance analysis of the physical structures of these architectures
based on coarse-grained parallelism, and the components assumed to be present in the architectures, we
conclude:
• The use of multiple processors providing identical services and the use of space division multiplexing
will provide better reliability than monolithic approaches if properly designed. It also provides
graceful degradation and low-cost load balancing.
• This architecture supports running several different protocols (e.g., TCP and UDP) in parallel. This
allows, for example, different TCPs to manage network connections with different service requirements
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(many small messages for many users handled by one TCP with several other TCPs providing a high
bandwidth network connection for a single application).
• The basic architecture will be able to incorporate many improvements from other work (e.g., reduced
data movement, fast TCP, gigabit nodes, fine-grained parallelism) again with a near linear speed-ups
(at least for a small n) as these improvements become available.
We can also make some detailed conclusions about the particular architectures we studied. These
conclusions should also apply to other hardware platforms with similar features.
• The Sun MP Galaxy based parallel processing architecture is capable of delivering throughput in
excess of SOOMbps provided sufficiently high speed memory is available.
• A Touchstone-like machine is capable of delivering 300 Mbps network service to a multiprocessor dis-
tributed application using FDDI (though as is typical with parallel algorithms, performance depends
on how effectively the application uses the Touchstone processors).
Scheduling and scheduler placement has significant impact on performance. Related to scheduler place-
ment and scheduling algorithms:
• The 2-bus distributed scheduler architecture outperforms other bus-based architectures in terms of
higher throughput, lower delay, lower processor MIPS and bus speeds.
• The throughput capability of a 1-bus centralized scheduler architecture is limited by the shared
memory bandwidth.
• For the bus-based architectures a simple scheduling policy of transport to network scheduler fails to
push expected throughput at lower round trip delay under nonuniform channel load conditions.
• On the parallel computer node, the scheduling technique which we implemented (shifting packets
among protocol processors) maintains throughput irrespective of load on the channels at lower data
generation rates but does not work well in overload conditions.
• On the parallel computer node, the current TS scheduler is more effective for larger network lengths.
Related to properties of protocols when used in a parallel environment:
• The segment size of the data flowing from application to the transport layer must be the same size
as MAC frame size to reduce round-trip delay time.
t TCP window size should be such that none of the protocol processors starve for data and no packet
waits extra for available TCP send window.
V
• Efficient implementation of the TCP timeout timers mechanism in case of multiple parallel channels
is nontrivial and requires further study.
• As window size increases, latency increases for each architecture which we examined.
• On large diameter networks (with large latencies) the parallel channels can be used with techniques
such as cross channel coding to reduce latency (somewhat) and to significantly reduce the need for
retransmission of data.
Our general conclusion is that coarse-grain parallelism is effective for increasing the networking capa-
bilities of currently available hardware and is a promising approach for building a true gigabit node. It is
compatible with, and complements, much of other work designing gigabit nodes.
We are continuing our analysis and are in the process of designing and implementing a functional
hardware prototype capable of providing several lOOMbps to a single application. This will allow us to
validate our concepts and to refine our analysis and modeling techniques so that we can design a gigabit
node based on this approach.
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, [13] are becoming a reality. This paper investigates
TJie paper discusses the bridge/gateway system needed \syslsms required to interconnecting high data rate net-
to mterconnect a wide range of computer networks to ',works Spedal attcntion ^ directed toward providing
support a wide range of user quality-of-service require-
 suppon for a wide variety of applications which are im-
ments. Vie bridge/gateway must handle a wide range of
 plied by multimedia applications.
message types including synchronous and asynchronous
traffic, large, bursty messages, short, self-contained mes-
sages, time critical messages, etc. TJte paper shows that
messages can be classified into three basic classes, syn-
chronous and large and small asynchronous messages.
TJie first two require call setup so that packet identifica-
tion, buffer handling, etc. can be supported in the bridge/
gateway. Identification enalbes resequencing of messages
at the bridge/gateway which supports interconnection
between networks having large differences in packet size.
Tlie third class is for messages which do not require call
setup. Resequencing hardware is presented in the paper
based to handle two types of resequencing problems. TJie
first is for virtual parallel circuitwhich can scramble
Present network interfacing supports service, between
connectionless networks usually via bridges or gateways
[L]. Tthe major interconnection problems has been rout-
ing. Gateways, such as in Internet, provide a compatible
protocol at the network layer which forwards packets to
toward their destination on the selected "best route" and,
where necessary, breaks up the packet to conform to any
lower layer packet length restrictions [1, 2]. Thus, all
stations must implement the same network layer protocol.
To over come the problem of common network layer,
especially where not needed the transparent bridge ap-
proach is used. Bridges generally implement some form of
spanning tree algorithm which eventually gets the packet
to its destination but some times via a "non-shortest" route
channel bytes. Vie secondsystem is effective in handling
 ri> 2, 3> 4]. Packet reformatting in bridges is minimal at
both synchronous and asynchronous traffic between net-
works with highly differing packet sizes and data rates.
Vie two other major needs for the bridge/gateway are
congestion and error control. Vie paper presents a new
dynamic, lossless congestion control scheme which can
easily support effective error correction. Results indicate
that the congestion control scheme provide close to opti-
mal capacity under congested conditions. Under condi-
tions where error may develop due to intewening networks
which are not lossless, intermediate error recovery and
correction takes 1/3 less time than equivalent end-co-end
error correction under similar conditions.
I. Introduction
Network systems require support for interconnection
between networks and to users since they span widely
different environments and must_prQvide a variety of
Typical interconnection between networks include
those which support X.25, SNA, DECNet, XNS. etc., and
span the data rate range from modems to LANs. DARPA's
Internet [2] is a packet switched WAN network imple-
mented over leased telephone and satellite links but its
protocols have been used in LANs also.
Interconnecting systems for high data rate networks,
that is, systems directed toward the implementation of
Broadband ISDN (BISDN) also consider mainly
connectionless protocol support. One system considers
the use of DQDB for MAN interconnections [5]. Another
supports the OSI connectionless network protocol (CLNP)
in a ISDN environment [6]. Still another, frame-relay
provides interconnection support for ISDN but does so by
supporting critical functions at the end points only [7].
Other forms of network interconnections include the HIPPI-
_Quality-of-Service (QOS) features. This is especially true to-ATMHAS'inlerconnectiQn-schgjne; for Nectar [8], and
now that gigabit networks and multimedia environments direct ATM-to-host for"worksta1ion~clupling [9,TO]~butv-
'Research support has ben provided by Sun Microsystems, RF596044. N.ASA. Langley Research Center
for Innovative Technology grant INF-S9-002-01
for the most pan, these are point-to-point connections
which do not span a range of different networks. Others
have proposed transferring most of the protocol operations
to the application level [11] but this means that the each
host will have to implement the QOS needs for the user.
While there is no question that BISDN and its related
systems provide capable, flexible network technology,
they do not appear to be suitable for the wide range of
network interconnections which are possible and which
certainly might be considered desirable. First, they do not
consider connection to vastly different formats or data
rates, such as Ethernet and most certainly not to twisted
pair Ethernet systems which are so common in personal
computer network systems. A recent paper [12J does
consider an ATM - FDDI gateway but provides only
minimal user support. Second, while BISDN networks are
suppose to support a wide range of services, it is not clear
that all services will be provided by the interconnecting
network itself as no<ed for frame relays [7] and discussions
of ATM systems [14]. Third, BISDN packet and protocol
header size lead to considerable bandwidth inefficiency
for connecting net\vorks which do not maintain its format
but must incorporate its packets [12]. Further, many
network problems such as routing are considerably differ-
ent when "on-premise" networks are included. Finally, in
some common carrier network situations, it may be rea-
sonable to provide improved performance and/or lower
cost by outright leasing of bandwidth and using network
interface systems provided by the customer [15]. Many of
the above problems and situations are best handled by
employing bridge/gateway interfacing to common carrier
high data rate networks and between private systems.
In this paper, we discuss new features which, when
incorporated into bridge/gateway systems, provide sig-
nificant improvement in overall network connectivity. In
the next section, the requirements bridge/gateways are
presented and QOS factors discussed. These lead to
bridge/gateway features, presented in Section 3. Features
include call handling, message classification and packet
identification to support QOS requirements. Next, re-
ceiver handling which provides resequencing and restruc-
turing systems, and sender handling which includes a new
lossless congestion and error control system are discussed.
Performance information about both handlers is presented.
The last subsection presents information on intermediate
error correction available in the receiver and sender han-
dling systems. It substantially reduces error correction
times.
II. Bridge/Gateway Requirements
Bridge/gateway requirements include interfacing to:
1. a wide range of data rates from submegabit/
sec. to gigabit/sec.;
2. a wide range of protocol and packet structures;
3. a wide range of connectivity and topology
structures; and
4. support for a wide range of quality of service
requirements which can include, synchronous,
asynchronous, and bursty traffic, low latency,
acceptable error to error free and reliable
service, etc.
Each of these factors influence the bridge/gateway
structures which are needed. For example, a typical
scenario might be:
Three people cooperate to develop an architec-
tural drawing including layouts, 3D moving
scenes, correlated voice commentary, etc. Each
person has a different graphics configuration and
connectivity through a different network system.
The information is developed by one person,
shipped to the others and then they participate
both on-line and off-line in changes. Finally, the
finished product is shipped to a fourth party again
through a different network and displayed as an
advertisement but not copied. The original and
• transfer files are compressed resulting in traffic
conditions which include bursty, error free,
alternatively high and low data rates, multicast,
long periods where no data is being exchanged,
etc. Wrier. Chipped to the fourth party, delay shift
for the components is critical.
In this situation, a direct network to host connection
would require each cooperating party to have multiple
network interfaces and a considerable variety of software
to handle the differing network interconnections effi-
ciently. Would it not be better to connect each host to a
flexible bridge/gateway system which could effectively
support a large range of interfaces with tailored quality of
service requirements for a large group of clients?
III. Bridge/gateway Features
To support the diverse bridge/gateway requirements,
we need to isolate the bridge/gateway operational features.
The critical feature are:
1. call handling - especially service requirements
and resource allocation;
2. receiving - especially resequencing for the next
network segment;
3. sending - formatting and controlling flow for
minimal loss; and
4. error detection and correction which involves
both sending and receiving.
Figure 1 illustrates the general logic structure for a
bridge/gateway interconnection system. On the receiver
side, the first set of blocks are those needed to handle the
access protocol, that is, decoding the bit pattern, maintain-
ing clock synchronization and decoding header and trailer
information. This latter decoding provides information
including message type, destination, etc. The basic packet
is stored in a shift register while decoding and checking are
accomplished so that the packet may be forwarded in the
event that its destination is for another node.
The shaded blocks in Figure 1 are those devoted to
.special bridge/gateway operations. Here the packet header
information determines the message identity and places or
links packets in memory in order to properly resequence
packets. In a next section, operations needed for handling
specific message classes will be discussed. New packets
•are then prepared for transmittal to the outgoing network.
A. Call Handling
Although this paper is mainly directed toward the
hardware and lower layer software to control network
interfacing, certain aspects of call handling need to be
discussed. It is assumed that call handling will be sup-
ported mainly in software, so its features are reasonably
flexible to suit specific needs.
Call handling for multimedia operations is consider-
ably more complex than reserving channels in frames or
routing packets at immediate nodes toward their destina-
tion. It is expected that call handling will require a
dialogue between the caller and the network system where
Figure 1. Bridge/Gateway Connection Diagram
Bridge/Gateway specific components shaded.
the user specifies and even may negotiate with the network
over services which are available. The elements of the
dialog will include the QOS requirements which the user
deems to be critical and the ability of the intervening
network to provide such service and the expected cost. To
further complicate the call handling operations, the QOS
requirements may be transient, i.e., different QOS require-
ments may exist over different portions of the total call.
While it would be nice to assume that the differing QOS
requirements would be known at call time further com-
plexity may be required to alter call QOS requirements
because of unanticipated situations which arise after the
call has started. The user may wish to examine various
network configurations to arrive at the one which best suits
all his needs.
Once the call handling is completed, then the bridge/
gateway operations which send, receive and service the
packets and message can take place.
Message Classification
We do not treat many aspects of call handling in this
paper. However, we identify three types of messages
which are significant by the fact that they support a wide
range of QOS requirements and should be identified indi-
vidually for bridge/gateway operations. They are:
1. Synchronous messages which require call
setup/termination at all B/G nodes between
source and destination. Typically, these
messages are voice or video type messages.
Conditions for this class include known data
rates, known route and known latency. This
translates into operations where a fixed size
buffer is allocated and headers for each link
are built apriori. Synchronous messages are
designated as class A
2. Asynchronous messages which choose to
establish message control at B/Gs. Typically,
large data blocks and file transfers use this
class. Conditions for this class include
unknown but source estimated data rates and
known route. This translates into operations
where fixed headers for each link are built
apriori and where nominal buffer sizes are
allocated. The operation requires a call setup/
termination procedure. Asynchronous
messages are designated as class B.
3. Asynchronous messages which are self-
contained. A typical member of this class is e-
mail. Data rates are not considered and routing
is either self-contained or inserted by the
bridge/gateway from a fixed route table. No
call setup/termination operations are needed.
Self-contained messages are designated as
class C.
The message classification scheme provides the mini-
mum number of classes needed to satisfy the range of
quality of service requirements. Class A, synchronous
messages must have a unique classification since media
access protocols support synchronous (isochronous) traf-
fic differently from asynchronous traffic. Although voice
and video have significantly different data rates, both are
effectively handled with a single reservation type system.
Class B and C traffic support typical asynchronous traffic
situations. Most networks experience a bimodal traffic
size distribution. Class B messages are identified through
call setup and termination in order to preserve the effi-
ciency over network links some of which require very
small packet size, like ATM, and others accept large
packet sizes, like FDDI. Class C traffic is for messages
which need to get there but do not require a separate
identity. Messages encompass those which are short and
do not require call setup or negotiation for services which
in itself may be time consuming. Latency is handled by
establishing priorities within and between each traffic
class and supporting it through queue control at the bridge/
gateways. Note that reference [12] provides for two
distinct types of service control, user and persistent con-
nection/connectionless oriented data services but they are
not oriented to the broad range of user needs.
B. Receiver Handling
A significant pan of receiving packets and messages is
the problem of resequencing. Based upon the nature of the
interconnecting networks, two resequencing problems exist.
Virtual Circuit Resequencing
This resequencing problem arises when parallel virtual
circuit channels are used to provide a high bandwidth
connection. It occurs when individual blocks arriving at
the receiver do not have message identity within their own
right but whose ordering is provided by the location of the
channels within the frames as they arrive. As in [16, 17],
we assume that once the parallel channels to provide
bandwidth have been reserved, that no further packet
restructuring takes place dynamically. Hence, the
resequencing between channels is formulated at call setup
time and will remain fixed for the duration of the call.
The logic circuit, shown in Figure 2, consists of two
parts. Based on present telephone virtual circuity, mes-
sages are separated into channels in frames. Each channel
supports 64 Kbps, i.e., a byte of data each 12£sec. The
FIFO buffers provides the necessary incremental delay to
resequence channels in arriving frames assuming that each
frame may arrive at the receiver via different routes includ-
ing different intermediate switching nodes. At setup time,
each buffer is loaded with the correct number of dummy
bytes so that the byte at the head of each buffer represents
the correct order for the bytes when sent. The stream
address and transfer control portion of the circuit handles
the reordering of channels when they arrive as a stream of
bytes. Stream resequencing is required because bytes may
be switched in a frame based upon random selection of
channels circuits when the call is setup and the receiving
circuity may arbitrarily order frame placement in the
stream to the resequencer. The address stream is estab-
lished at call setup by a special message where order is
known and where the 125 usec. frame of bytes is deci-
phered to obtain the FIFO buffer address where each byte
should be placed and the number of dummy bytes loaded
into each FIFO buffer at initiation time.
Reference [17] discusses a.similar resequencing sys-
tem based upon transputers. In [16], we analyzed the use
of parallel virtual circuit channels to support a high data
rate ring network over existing telecommunications cir-
cuit. In that paper, we develop and discuss in greater detail
the resequencing logic system shown in Figure 2. While
the logic circuity is not able to handle dynamic bandwidth
changes as easily as the transputer system [17], it reduces
circuit latency from 5 msec, for the transputer system to a
few usec and should be significantly smaller and less
costly to build.
Packet/Message Resequencing
The second resequencing situation occurs whenever
packets are received and must be resequenced to be for-
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Figure 2 Virtual Circuit Resequencing Logic Diagram
warded to another network where different operational
conditions exist. In this situation, it is either impossible or
impractical to maintain packets from messages in an
identical format with only replacement of header informa-
tion and operations such as checksum recalculation. Un-
like virtual circuit resequencing, it is assumed that suffi-
cient header information exists to correctly identify the
packet and its placement in the message.
Incoming
Meuaga
Allign
Memory
Request
Figure 3 shows the
resequencing logic structure. As
packets arrive,-they are sent to
the message handler which
routes the message id and to the
associative memory system and
the packet length to the message
update controller. A signal for
additional space to place the
packet is sent to the memory
management unit. The message
pan of the packet is sent directly
to free space in the memory
buffer and is stored at the ad-
dress provided by the MMU.
The memory controller structure
uses the concept of associative
content addressable memory.
Outgoing messages are
handled in a similar matter man-
ner. After the controller selects
the next message to be submitted to the outgoing channel,
the control information is transferred to the message out-
put registers. A number of message packets may be
transferred since both synchronous and asynchronous
messages ready to send may exit in the bridge/gateway
Outgoing
Messages
Figure 3 Bridge/Gateway Resequencing System
C. Sender Handling
In past network systems, sender operations were gen-
erally straightforward. They consist of breaking messages
into packet size blocks acceptable to the network, and,
under the condition where the node has multiple links,
memory buffer. Upon indication of the next media access. routin§ Packets' With the advent of A™ and the use of
the information is transferred through the message handler vinual Paths which wil1 be selected at cal1 setuP time f l9 '
and the information such as id and length which will 20], the routing problem for networks using high data rate
chanse the content addressable memory.data is feed back sen>'ices over COITunon carrier links Wl11 dimimsh- Routin§
to the associate memory table to update the circuit infor- for private-on-premise" systems is generally easily handled
since the network configuration remains constant for largemation.
The system shown in Figure 3 is similar to systems
which are being developed for ATM to host interfacing
[9]. The major difference from the resequencing stand-
point is that here a number of messages may exist simul-
taneously, that message classes require different handling
than those to a host interface and that information obtained
by the packet arrival is used to support both congestion and
error control (see next two subsections).
Processing speeds for the resequencing system are
estimated from the preliminary design. The resequencing
system should be able to handle arrivals at high megabit
data rates if nanosecond logic circuits are used [28].
periods of time after installation or upgrade. However,
with ATM and with the requirement to interconnect be-
tween a wide range of network data rates, the routing
problem has been replaced by another equally important
and difficult problem, that of congestion control
A number of congestion control methods have been
proposed many based upon the concept Qtstatistical
multiplexing[2\, 22] and implemented using the concept
of a leaky bucket [21, 23]. The concept of statistical
multiplexing implies that, should an overflow occur, the
network can discard packets enroute to alleviate the con-
gested condition. The argument in favor congestion alle-
Handling times, i.e., from the time the packet is received viation by Bearding packets is based upon the fact that
until it is placed in memory and linked properly, are both voice and video signals have a significant amount of
r J
 redundancy so some loss should readily be tolerated.
However, in multimedia environments, not all synchro-
estimated to be in the tens ofmsecs. While there is
significant latency buildup while accumulating packets
when the outgoing network has large block sizes, the
actual added latency for the last message bit due to the
resequencing is only the packet processing time. This is
generally small in comparison to other delay such as end-
to-end higher level protocol processing [18] and propaga-
tion delay in MAN and WAN systems.
nous traffic will be voice/video and even then there is
'Many recent papers, conferences and jonraals have articles related to
high data rate network flow control problems. The IEEE
Commnnications Magazine, Vol. 29, No. 19, Oct 1991. devoted the
entire issue, to congestion control
strong evidence that compression techniques will be used
since they can decrease bandwidth resource requirements
by a factor of 50-100. Compressed data and many asyn-
chronous messages have no tolerance for unreplaced lost
packets. In the following subsection, we discuss a lossless
congestion control scheme and follow that discussion an
error control system with improved correction perfor-
mance. Note that the FDDI-ATM interface [12] provides
no flow or packet loss control services.
Lossless Congestion Control System
The lossless congestion control system operates simi-
lar to many end-to-end systems except that different feed-
back parameters are used and that control is exercised
between bridge/gateway points. Here, the receiver peri-
odically sends a control packet to its sender(s). This
control packet contains the present free buffer space, the
number of the last arriving packet accepted, and an error
indication bit. When this information arrives at the sender,
it calculates the remaining free buffer space at the receiver
at the time the feedback packet was sent. It can send
packets at the maximum rate until it has reduced the free
buffer space to zero pending the arrival of a new feedback
packet from the receiver. If the control packet indicates
that an error has occurred then the number of the last
arriving packet accepted is used by the sender as the
starting point for resubmittal of all subsequent packets,
i.e., a go-back-N scheme. In a direct replacement scheme,
the feedback packet would contain the numbers of only the
missing packets.
The concept of returning an acknowledge with the last
accepted packet number is well known and has been used
both for window congestion and error controls [24]. This
information, in itself, is insufficient to avoid potential loss
due to buffer overflow and packet discarding. However,
adding free buffer space information allows the source to
have sufficient knowledge to fill up but not overflow the
destination buffer, regardless of the destination's ability to
forward packets which frees additional space in its buffer.
Thus, the system suffers no loss due to discarding at any
node, intermediate or sender, participating in the control
scheme.
Further, the lossless congestion control system is dy-
namic not only with respect to load but also resources. If
the destination node has additional free buffers which it
can commit to the message, when it sends its next control
packet it adds these buffers to its free buffer count. The
source does not know or care whether the amount of free
buffer space is due to commitment of new buffers or the
destination has been able to empty buffers by forwarding
packets to subsequent destinations. Likewise, if the desti-
:Note that packet identification for classification also supports
resequencing, congestion control and error correction'.
nation takes buffers from a link, it sends a control packet
indicating fewer free buffers and as the buffers become
empty, they can be assigned to another circuit. Again, the
source is unaware of the cause. Additionally, the system
is flexible with respect to potential loss. Although we have
described the system as lossless, if the source wishes, it can
send packets above those for which the destination indi-
cates it has free buffers. It takes a chance that the buffer
space will not be available upon their arrival at the desti-
nation and hence, may be lost. However, with the inte-
grated error control, noted above and discussed more fully
in the next subsection, the loss is easily and quickly
replaced.
The lossless feedback scheme fulfills the requirement
that the control information is readily and easily available.
One needs only to keep a counter to maintain free buffer
size and to register the last packet number when the
incoming header and data are transferred to storage. No
complex system is required to scan a frame or to do
averaging to attain information such as present bandwidth
use and no separate clocking is involved.
Figures 4a) - 4e) show typical results for the lossless
congestion control system. Figure 4a) illustrates the
tandem network test configuration and the conditions
simulated. Simulator runs were takes for a steady state
arrival and service rates. Data was started after the system
had time to reach steady state, i.e., at least 10 times the
maximum transfer delay between nodes, and data was
taken so that 90% confidence interval results are expected.
The lossless congestion control scheme and its perfor-
mance are described more fully in reference [25].
Figure 4b) and 4c) show the mean packet delay time
and mean packet service period at the source. As the
congestion traffic is reduced, both the packet delay and
service period decrease to their nominal conditions for an
uncongested system. Figure 4d) shows that the feedback
packet load on the network is less than 5% of the capable
traffic and that it is not significantly influenced by the
congestion condition. Hence, the control concept used to
provide information to the sending node does not increase
network use significantly. Figure 4e) illustrates that the
control law is doing a good job, since under congested
conditions, the percent of time that a node's queue is empty
is less than 20%. This means that packets are available to
be forwarded most of the time which is the best perfor-
mance that can be obtained under congestion. Figure 5
shows the affect of buffer length during congestion. As
buffer length increases, mean packet delay increases since
the packets spend more time in intermediate node buffers
but overall service rate decreases, since more total packets
are transferred because the intermediate buffers are not
empty as often. Thus, buffer assignment size is an impor-
tant consideration is attaining overall performance.
Figure 4a) Tandem Network Congestion Simulator
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D. Error Control
With the concept of congestion control relying heavily
on the ability to drop packets, the question for error control
becomes not whether but how. As with Internet, the
mechanism suggested for ATM is based upon end-to-end
error detection and correction at the transport layer [14,26,
27]. While this mode is certainly feasible, it is highly
questionable whether it is capable of enabling the wide
QOS range that users have come to expect in LAN sys-
tems.
The error control technique as noted above can provide
reliable datagrams between bridge/gateway systems han-
dling messages. The congestion control scheme has the
capability based upon the error indicator bit and last
received packet number to alert the sender of loss regard-
less of cause. The error information is sufficient for the
sender to replace the damage packet and reinitiate the
remainder of the message without further coordination
with the receiver. We have called this method of error
correction between bridge/gateways intermediate error
correction.
Performance for the intermediate error correction
scheme is compared with the end-to-end error control
implemented at transport level. The results are shown in
Figure 6a) - 6b) for the conditions where intermediate links
are 100 km and 1000 km long, respectively. It is assumed
Figure 5 Effect of Queue Length on
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that bridge/gateway processing times are lOOjisec and
end-to-end transport processing for error control takes 2
msec. For transport layer correction, two mechanisms are
modeled, one where the packet error is detected at the
receiver and the error message immediately sent to the
sender and the condition where the message times out.
Time out is assumed as 1.5 times nominal end-to-end
packet transfer time.
Link error correction shows significant improvement
in time to correct an error. For example, correction time is
always less than 1/3 of that required for end-to-end correc-
tion and as important, is dependent upon internode length
instead of overall network length. This latter situation is
especially valuable since constant QOS conditions can be
•supported independent of the total length of the communi-
cations link as long as maximum intermediate node dis-
tances are preserved.
V. Concluding Remarks
The bridge/gateway components required for inter-
connecting a wide range of high performance networks is
developed in the paper. They exist because of the major
requirement for bridge/gateway systems to support a wide
range of network QOS requirements when hosts with
differing capabilities are interconnected with through net-
works with equally wide range of capabilities.
Classification of messages into three classes where
found to be the minimum by which bridge/gateways could
support a wide range of traffic. Class A messages handle
synchronous traffic; Class B and C for asynchronous
traffic. Class B is for large messages which can tend to be
bursty and requires a call setup and buffer allotment. Class
C is for smaller "self-contained" messages which can be
truly "packetized". To enable low latency message han-
dling, the two asynchronous message classes, B and C,
must have priority designations within the classes so that
the bridge/gateway nodes can expedite critical traffic.
The paper presents effective resequencing hardware to
support to conditions where arriving information may be
disoriented. The first handles parallel virtual ciruits situ-
ations where messages may arrive in different channels.
The combined switching buffering system provides rapid
resequencing using hardware logic, with additional delays
of only a fewusec.
The second resequencing systems is provided to handle
messages where basic packet sizes are significantly differ-
ent between the networks. If resequencing is not available,
significant inefficiencies can occur. It is based upon
identification of message packets as they arrive and to
linking the packets in a buffering system. The structure of
the buffering system is controlled by an associative memory
system when packets are linked head-to-tail and where
address pointers and lengths are associated with each
identifiable call. The resequencing system is designed to
handle high data rates both incoming and outgoing and to
provide delays ranging in the 10s to 100s oiuseconds.
Since message and packet identity are used for mes-
sage classification and resequencing, the same informa-
tion is availabe for congestion and error control.These
features are extremely important in order to provide user
QOS. A dynamic, lossless congestion control system is
developed and its performance under typical operation is
presented. The system, because it is based upon feedback
of information from receiver to sender, completely avoids
loss due to receiver buffer overflow. However, the system
is very flexible so that operation where some loss may
occur are easily implemented.
The parameters of the congestion control system di-
rectly enable intermediate node error recovery. Data is
presented to demonstrate that intermediate node error
control is able to correct errors usually within 1/3 the time
as similar end-to-end error recovery systems. Thus, the
combination of congestion and error control implemented
at bridge/gateways provides significant performance im-
provement and hence, the ability to provide improved
overall network QOS.
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Abstract
The paper describes the operation and performance
of a dual media access protocol for integrated, gigabit
networks. Unlike other dual protocols, each protocol
supports a different class of traffic. The Carrier Sensed
Multiple Access-Ring Network (CSMA/RN) protocol and
the Circulating Reservation Packet (CRP) protocol sup-
port asynchronous and synchronous traffic, respectively.
The two protocols operate with minimal impact upon each
other. Performance information presented in the paper
demonstrate that the they support a complete range of
integrated traffic loads, do not require call setup/termina-
tion or a special node for synchronous traffic control, and
provide effective pre-use and recovery, The CRP also
provides guaranteed access and fairness control for the
asynchronous system. The paper demonstrates that the
CSMA-CRP system fulfills many of the requirements for
gigabit LAN-MAN networks most effectively and simply.
To accomplish this, CSMA-CRP features are compared
against similar ring and bus systems, such as Cambridge
Fast Ring, Metaring, Cyclic Reservation Multiple Access
andDQDB.
I. Introduction
The direction for networking has been to increase
basic network data rates toward the gigabit range. For
gigabit networks, the most of the recent development is
concentrated on circuit-based, packet networks like ATM
which are applicable generally to WAN and MAN systems
[1]. Since circuits and switching add to the complexity of
ATM based systems, there is a place, especially in the
LAN - MAN area for fixed connectivity networks based
upon a ring-and"6us~architecture. Here, no connection""
needs to be established and information can flow from any-
to-any/many simply by access to the network and insuring
uncorrupted data to the receiver(s).
Gigabit ring and bus network media access protocols
have been described in recent literature. These include
Metaring [2-4]; the Cyclic-Reservation Multiple-Reser-
vation system [5-8], most recently CRMA-u"; the Cam-
bridge Ring [9,10]; DQDB [11]; and the Carrier Sensed
Multiple Access - Circulating Reservation Packet system,
CSMA/*\CRP, [12,13]. The CSMA - CRP protocol is a
dual, non-interfering protocol which supports both asyn-
chronous and synchronous traffic. It is the intent of this
paper to describe the CSMA-CRP system and its perfor-
mance and then to compare its features with the other
systems above based upon their published results.
There are a number of requirements for high data rate
network systems. Since data is arriving at the node at 1000
bits/msec., logic decisions related with network access
must be high speed. Thus, a major requirement for high
data rate media access is that the protocol be simple, i.e.,
it leads to simple logic circuitry. If complex data formu-
lation and logic operations are required they should be to
a large extend pre-computable, and the event times to
which the operations relate be highly predictable. This
permits these complex operations to be executed quickly
based upon boolean indications of status.
A second major requirement is for these high data
rates systems to handle integrated traffic efficiently. In the
future, high data rate networks will be the backbone upon
which distributed multimedia operations are supported.
At times, much of the network load may be voice/video
traffic while at others almost all of the traffic may be
asynchronous packets [16]. Also, load can vary from full
load to no load over short periods of time. Therefore, the
protocol must support highly dynamic load and load type
ranges withoutrenegotiationofitsoperatio'nal-parameters.
A third requirernent-is-for-these_systems to support
maximum capacity since even for simpleprotocols, equipX
ment will be expensive. For example,.dual counter rotat-
'Research support has been provided by DARPA, N00174-C-91-0119. NASA. Langley Research Center grant NAG-1-87263
for Innovative Technology grant 596045.
ing ring configurations can, in some cases,provide as much
as 8X the capacity with the same equipment count a dual
bus configuration [2]. Also, within the scope of effective
equipment utilization, the network structure and opera-
tions should be easily reconfigured in case of node or link
failure. This feature provides added reliability.
In this paper, we describe a system, CSMA - CRP,
with most adequately supports these requirements. The
next section describes the system operation. This is
followed by development of an analytical model and then
a description of system performance based upon both
analysis and simulation modelling. In the remaining
sections, the operational and performance features of
CSMA-CRP are compared to the four other systems listed
above based upon descriptions and performance informa-
tion found in the open literature. To accomplish this task
each system's operation is described briefly. This is
followed by a comparison of capabilities related to the
features discussed above.
II. The Carrier Sensed Multiple Access -
Circulating Reservation Packets Media
(CSMA-CRP) Access Protocol
The CSMA-CRP system is a dual media access pro-
tocol for high data rate networks. Unlike other dual
systems which support asynchronous traffic over different
load ranges, the CSMA and CRP protocols support asyn-
chronous and synchronous traffic, respectively. The fol-
lowing sections describe each protocol.
A. Asynchronous Protocol System
The CSMA/RN system has been described in refer-
ence [12]. Figure 1 shows the basic logic operation which
occurs. The physical level media access logic interface
can be "almost" all optical since it conforms closely to the
logic operations in reference [17]. The logic must make
the decision as to whether the incoming data or data
queued at the node should be transmitted on the outgoing
line. Queued data may be transmitted under the condition
that incoming block is idle or that the incoming block is
destined for this node, i.e., it uses destination removal
(spatial reuse). At low data rates, the idle condition is
equivalent to the fact that the total network is free, as for
example in the CSMA/CD Ethernet protocol. At high data
rates, like 1 Gbps, the access conditions are local to a node,
which allows simultaneous access by multiple, geographi-
cally separated nodes. Most high data rate protocols [2,5,
9,12,14] including some of those listed above use simul-
taneous access and destination removal.
Destination removal has demonstrated that it can
significantly enhance peak performance for high data rate
networks. In a single ring under uniform load conditions,
the nominal capacity of a network is twice the basic data
rate and for dual counter rotating rings capacity can in-
crease to 8 times. The CSMA-CRP system is designed so
that it can use this feature. It will be shown later in the
Time
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Figure 1 Node Inteface Logic for CSMA-CRP System
paper, that destination removal also influences fairness
access performance at high load factors.
CSMA/RN can be viewed as a slotted system with a
slot length of 1 bit. If a node is transmitting data during a
period when the incoming traffic changes from idle to data,
the conflict is alleviated by truncating the node's transmis-
sion of its data. Under this operation all packets on the
network have preemptive rights. This decision logic
requires that the delay line for incoming packets be long
enough so that the truncation operation can take place, i.e.,
in the range of 100 bits. The delay line is not operated as
an insertion buffer as in some access protocols but only so
that the logic operations have sufficient time to complete.
Hence, the delay serves only to increase the total ring
length. The truncation operation does not require breaking
messages into fixed slot lengths as in slotted systems, but
at higher loads and for larger messages, fracture does
occur.
Figure 2 shows the CSMA/RN packet structure. In-
formation in the header provides for destination removal
or source removal for multicast and broadcast messages.
Control information is used to signal request for acknowl-
edge, to indicate network control packets and to enable
removal control for packets where address is corrupted.
Trailer information assists a receiver in reassembly since
it provides message initiation and termination information
as well as providing for error detection using a check sum.
A similar packet structure is used for the CRPs.
B. Synchronous Protocol System
Synchronous access uses the Circulating Reservation
Packet (CRP) system. Its operation is described in refer-
ence [13]. It uses a special, small packet which circulates
continuously around the ring. Synchronous traffic is
attached behind this packet. On the cycle prior to a node's
need to submit synchronous traffic, the node using the
CRP, requests a block of space following the packet be
freed upon its return. When the CRP returns, the node
frees the packet and places the traffic in the free space
behind the packet. Multiple CRP can be used on a net and
they can be assigned in a round robin fashion or used in a
free access mode. The separation of circulating reserva-
tion packets will limit the size of regular data packets as
well as the size of synchronous message block a node can
send at one time so the number and location of reservation
packets on the system should be regulated. Since CRPs
circulate without interference or delay, there occurrence at
a node is strictly periodic and completely predictable.
As the CRP request circulates around the network, the
space behind the CRP is freed as the packets arrive at their
designated destination. Pre-use[l3, it] is available since
the space being freed can be used by a node which has a
message for another node between and up to the node that
set the request. Recovery of synchronous traffic space
occurs automatically since the node controlling the circu-
lating packet does not request space to a greater extent than
needed. For example, a telephone call which goes into a
"non-talk" mode requires no or only a minimal reserved
space during this phase. In addition, there is no need for a
node having new synchronous traffic to establish a call,
since when the node gets its CRP, it can request additional
reserved space within the limit of the space available
following the CRP.
In addition to handling synchronous traffic, CRPs
support guaranteed access. Access is guaranteed one
revolution after receipt of a free CRP. To guarantee that
nodes have access to free packets requires that a node
cannot use a packet on a number of successive revolutions
and/or that nodes are assigned CRP use in a round robin
fashion. Fairness control operates in a similar manner.
Since CRP circulation is strictly periodic and CRP use for
synchronous traffic highly regular, the node can easily
predict when access will occur. Finally, CRPs can be used
for guaranteed time to acknowledge. Since the node
sending the acknowledge request can predict the arrival of
the packet at the destination node, the time the next CRP
arrives at the destination node and the arrival of the
returned acknowledge packet, it knows how long it must
store the data to replace a lost packet.
The CRP operate without interference or interfering
with the CSMA/RN asynchronous access operations. To
the CSMA/RN system, it is just another packet since all
information on the ring has preemptive rights. When the
CRP is set with a request, each node must monitor the
block requested. With regular use, the node knows when
a CRP is expected to arrive and the node using it. Hence,
it can prepare its traffic to take advantage of pre-use
effectively.
The CRP system causes minimal impact on asynchro-
nous access. It should be noted because of this minimal
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impact, the CRP protocol concept is applicable to other
networks besides CSMA/RN. These include slotted rings
and dual bus configurations if the end stations transfer
CRPs from one unidirectional bus to the other.
III. CSMA - CRP Access Performance
A. Analytical Model
An analytical model for describing the CSMA/RN
performance was developed in reference [12]. In that
paper it was noted that a number of models including those
involving contention over the total ring length were evalu-
ated. Since the capability for node access is based upon
local conditions, i.e., the condition of the immediate up-
stream arriving information, and since once placed, the
message can not be preempted, a simple priority queuing
model suffices.
The model developed has been extended to cover the
conditions where load factors are greater than the service
rate, i.e., the condition in reference [13,15] where r > 1.
The equation for arrival is:
Pr(x = available = p = 1 -If + lf/(n-l) lf<l (1)
where if =
n =
load factor;
number of nodes; and
where an available packet is describe as one which is either
empty or one whose destination is the node under consid-
eration. Note that If > 1 constitutes a network completely
filled with packets.
The remainder of the analysis follows that of refer-
ence [12]. Figure 3 compares the calculated and simulator
service times for the conditions in equation (1). Note that
for If > 1, the service time, the time it takes a message to be
sent once reaches the head of the queue, approaches a
constant. This occurs with uniform destination address
and destination removal because each node receives l/(n-
1) of the packets on the network. Even though the service
time is finite, the wait and response times for this condition
are unstable, as is evident based upon the Pollaczek-
Kintchine formula [15] and the equation for response time
in reference [12].
B. A Question of Fairness
Under the conditions of multiple access and destina-
tion removal, if destination addresses are uniformly dis-
tributed then node starvation does not occur. Further, if
each node generates messages in proportion to those it
receives then the network is eminently fair, i.e., all nodes
will have identical wait time conditions. These conditions
exist even if the input message rate exceeds the network
capacity. While this can be easily proved, a better demon-
stration was obtained from the simulator. A file server
system condition was modelled. In the worst case, all other
nodes (with identical arrival rates) send data to the file
server and the file server send to all other nodes uniformly.
The load conditions were increased to where the network
data rates exceeded capacity. All nodes still had equal wait
and service times.
This creates an interesting question with regard to
high data rate network design using multiple access and
destination removal. Node starvationcan occur only when
two conditions exist simultaneously. They are: (1) the
network is heavily loaded, i.e., greater then 75% capacity,
and (2) one or more nodes are sent a significantly reduced
message count. Since the simultaneous occurrence of this
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condition is probably rare, to what extent should high data
rate networks go in order to provide access fairness? If, for
example,the fairness system reduces capacity by 25%, it
may be doing more harm than good. If the fairness system
is complex, is it worth the cost since it is rarely needed?
C. CSMA/RN Performance
The simulation determined CSMA/RN performance
under a range of system parameters [12]. Three conditions
of major interest are message length, ring length and node
count. Runs were made to examine the effects of these
parameters. Figures 4a - 4d present data for a 1 Gbps, 10
km, 10 node ring for message lengths ranging from 2K to
20 Kbits. Note that load fraction is shown as a function of
basic network bit rate and that because of destination
removal the capacity of the network is actually 2 Gbps.
We see from Figures 4 that average performance charac-
teristics for CSMA/RN are not detrimentally altered by
message length. Both wait and service time are similar to
that predicted by the analysis. Mean response time is
greater for the larger packets, primarily because service
time is greater. Finally average message fracture ratio
does not change significantly as packet length increases,
indicating that message fracturing does not materially
increase, at least, when all messages are of the same size
and nodes are uniformly distributed around the ring.
A similar set of curves is plotted in Figure 5 to show
the effect of ring lengths from 2 km to 1000 km. Only
response time is shown because the other performance
measures are only minimally affected. It shows significant
dependence upon ring length, mainly due to the travel time
necessary from source to destination. For longer length
rings, travel time dominates, so service and wait time
become less significant. However, the latter two are the
only controllable factors in the response performance. The
CSMA/RN protocol provides excellent operations over a
range of LAN and MAN conditions. Additional informa-
tion provided in reference [12] demonstrates that the
protocol is applicable to WANs as well.
Figures 6a - 6b show the simulation results when node
count is varied from 10 to 200 nodes for a 50 km ring; node
spacing range from 0.25 km to 5 km. Service time and
packet fracture ratio are shown because at the higher node
count they are the factors most affected. At the larger node
count and high load factor, both service time and message
fracture show a definite increase. Under these conditions,
the CSMA/RN protocol would have it worst operational
problems as the packets on the ring would have the greatest
tendency to fracture. However, performance is completely
acceptable for loads up to 150%.
Reference [12] also included performance informa-
tion for data rates from 100 Mbps to 1 Gbps. At the lowest
speed, short length networks, for example, 2K, tend to
suffer because multiple simultaneous access no longer
exists. At data rates above 1 Gbps CSMA/RN perfor-
mance only gets better. Also, it shows that CSMA/RN can
handle overloads without significant capacity decrease,
and recovery, after load is reduced, depends upon queue
buildup during overload.
CSMA/RN provides a number of excellent perfor-
mance features for supporting asynchronous network traf-
fic including:
i'i' • ~* »'- -
1. immediate access for an idte network since
there is no waiting for a token or slot;
2. no automatic message breakup due to slotting;
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3. no wasted capacity at high loads due to
collisions which abort transmissions;
4. applicable to a wide range of network condi-
tions including:
lengths 10 - 5000 km;
nodes 10 -1000;
data rates >100 Mbps; and
5. simple node operations since nodes react to
local traffic conditions only.
D. CSMA/RN Performance with CRP
Supporting Integrated IVaffic
1. CRP Implementation
CRP performance in its own right, is fully determin-
istic, since CRP travel is completely predictable. Here,
synchronous traffic is served strictly periodically and both
the CRP and its attached traffic are not affected in any way
by the CSMA/RN operations. Any study of the combined
protocols need only determine the effects of the CRP
system and its synchronous traffic on CSMA/RN opera-
tions.
In the simulator, the CRP system and synchronous
traffic conditions were established at initialization time.
CRPs (one or more depending upon run conditions) were
assigned in a simple round robin fashion. They were
spaced at equal distances around the network and nodes
were assigned a single CRP. Assignments were interlaced,
e.g., for 3 CRPs, CRP #1 was assigned nodes 1,4, •••; CRP
#2 nodes 2,5, • • •, etc. No complex assignments were used
to mitigate particular load assignments or alleviate starva-
tion and no sharing of CRPs between adjacent nodes was
implemented. When the CRP arrives at the node for which
it is scheduled, synchronous traffic is checked, and the
total space needed is calculated and loaded in to the CRP
data structure. When the CRP arrives back at the starting
node, the synchronous traffic is placed using a last-out,
first-instructure, i.e., messages traveling farthest are placed
first in the free space. This format is used because as
messages are removed, the free space available may be
contiguous and better suited for CSMA/RN operations.
Interference effects were studied for fixed synchro-
nous traffic for each run. Except for fairness runs, source
and destination for both synchronous and asynchronous
traffic was assigned uniformly. Asynchronous traffic
arrival was Poisson. For synchronous traffic, two message
types, standard TV and digital telephone, were used; the
former requiring a bandwidth per call of 10 Mbps and the
latter 64 Kbps. TV blocks were sent at a minimum interval
of 1 msec. (>10,000 bits per access); telephone at a 10
msec. (>64 bits per access). All bits accumulated since the
last CRP arrival were sent. Synchronous traffic mix could
be varied between all TV or all telephone, but for most runs
TV and telephone traffic load was 90 % and 10%, respec-
tively.
After fixing synchronous traffic load, asynchronous
traffic was varied over the remaining range. Run combina-
tions used fixed synchronous traffic load while asynchro-
nous traffic varied over the remaining range. For example,
if synchronous traffic was 25%, i.e., 250 Mbps, then
Table I. Total Load Bit Rate
in BPS x 10 -6
1
Async.
Load
Percent
0%
50%
100%
150%
0%
0
500
1000
1500
Synchronous Load Percent
10%
100
550
1000
1450
25%
250
625
1000
1375
50%
500
750
1000
1250
75%
750
875
100)
1125
asynchronous traffic loads could range from 0 to 1500
Mbps for a network with 1 Gbps data rate. Under these
conditions and asynchronous load of 750 Mbps in con-
junction with the 250 Mbps synchronous traffic is consid-
ered a 100% load. Table I shows bit loads and splits under
various load conditions.
2. CSMA Performance Under CRP
Operational Conditions
Table n illustrates the CRP access time capabilities
for some typical LAN - MAN network configurations. By
selecting the number of CRP based upon the ring length
and the number of nodes, a maximum access time of 1
msec is feasible in cases where the nominal ring travel time
is somewhat less than 1 msec. For WAN length rings,
guaranteed access after arrival of the CRP below 1 msec,
can not be obtained. However, with multiple CRPs, their
arrival can be made to occurs at less than 1 msec, intervals.
Table II. Inttrarrival Tim* for Multiple UM CRPs
Time in >«c.
CRP Count
1
4^.
5
10
20
50
4/10
2.50E-04
1JOE-04
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
10/10
5.50E-04
3.00E44
1.50E-04
5.00E-05
N/A
N/A
Nod&LngOcm)
20/50
5.25E-03
2J5E-03
1.25E-03
7.50E-04
150E-04
N/A
40/100
Z05E-02
1.05E-02
4.50E-03
2.50E-03
1.50E-03
N/A
50/200
5.10E-02
2.60E-02
1.10E-02
6.00E-03
3.50E-0?
l.OOE-03
Here, nodes would have to use substitution or reserve extra
space apriori if critical message time constraints exist.
Figure 7a - 7d show the wait time, service time,
response time and fracture ratio for a LAN configuration
of 10 km -10 nodes using 2 CRPs. It can be concluded that
CRPs,by themselves, have very little affect on CSMA/RN
operations with the exception that the fracture ratio at low
asynchronous loads is raised from 1.1 to 1.4. Here, the
curves to compare are those with No CRPs and 2 CRPs
with 0% synchronous traffic conditions.
Examination shows that asynchronous and synchro-
nous traffic are very similar in their affect on CSMA/RN
operations. As synchronous load increases from 0 to 75%,
both wait and service time for low asynchronous traffic
loads are increased, from 0 to 6 msec, and from 7 to 16.5
msec., respectively. This increase is nearly identical to
that which occurs when asynchronous traffic load in-
creases from 0% to 75% with no synchronous load.
Reference [13] discusses the affect of CRP count.
Larger CRP counts actually improve network operations
especially at high traffic loads. The reasons are that the
network load is more evenly distributed since the CRPs
tend to be in different stages at any particular time and that
no extremely large reserved block of space is being re-
quested which can shut off many nodes simultaneously for
a long period of time. Here with minimal CRP count, a
node receives the CRP at longer intervals, as shown in
Table II, so it may request an'extremely large block of
space, effectively shutting down other nodes for a long
period as the space is first cleared, then filled and finally
cleared during CRP use cycle.
Figures 8 shows the adaptability of CRPs to MAN
network conditions for a ring of 200 km and 40 nodes.
Note that for low loads, minimal response time. At higher
synchronous and asynchronous loads on the MAN, travel
time still dominates, while in a LAN, the response time, as
illustrated in Figures 7, is more dependent on protocol
access changes.
It can be concluded that CRPs, do indeed, operate with
minimal impact on the underlying asynchronous CSMA/
RN access protocol and that the combined protocols pro-
vide an extremely effective system for supporting inte-
grated traffic over a wide rangeof network conditions. The
results illustrate that CRPs are effective over a wide range
of network conditions and configurations.
3. Pre-Use Effectiveness
Pre-use is the capability for a node to use requested
reserved space when it has traffic destined for nodes
between itself and the reserving node. Pre-use was used
for the runs presented in the previous figures. To illustrate
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its effectiveness, runs were made for the LAN with a 50%
synchronous load condition both with and without pre-use.
The comparison, Figure 9, shows that pre-use significantly
improves asynchronous access for operations especially
under high load conditions. For larger synchronous loads
conditions, pre-use is even more effective.
4. Fairness Using CRPs
As noted previously, CRPs can be used to support
fairness and guaranteed access as well as synchronous
traffic. Since unfairness situations in multiple access,
destination removal, ring networks are undoubtedly com-
plex, our approach in this paper is restricted to demonstrat-
ing the CRP's effectiveness, not developing a comprehen-
sive fairness system. With this objective, the simulator
160.
Time in usec.
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Figure 9. Wait Time Showing Pre-Use Effectiveness
Conditions: Ring Length - 50 Km; Node Count - 20;
Data Rate -1 Gbps; Synch Load - 50%;
CRP Count - 5.
message generation system was modified to incorporate
both non-uniform message arrival load and to effect node
starvation through non-uniform destination selection. The
first condition represents network loads typical of file
server systems. As noted previously, no unfairness was
observed. The second can create unfairness conditions
because the model assumes uniform message arrival ad-
dresses but destination addressing reduces the reception of
messages at designated nodes. For example, a starving
node would receive only x% of the messages which it
would normally receive under uniform loading. Messages
not received by starving nodes were distributed to non-
starving nodes uniformly. Starving nodes could be se-
lected at any location, in any combination and at any
percentage of starvation. However, for the runs used to
show starvation and the CRP's effectiveness for fairness
control, two adjacent nodes were selected to starve. Runs
were made under varying load conditions and it was found
that starvation was most severe for asynchronous loads
above 150% when synchronous traffic load was small.
A simple fairness control scheme was used. Fairness
CRPs where added to the synchronous traffic CRPs. They
were used only to provide fairness access and were not
used for synchronous traffic. Alternatively, synchronous
traffic CRPs could not be used to alleviate starvation
although in a realistic situation this is easily implemented.
If a message waits for greater thanY time, the node uses the
next free fairness CRP to request space to service this
message. Since it takes the CRP one rotation before it can
be used, there is the possibility that the delayed message
will be serviced by the time the CRP returns with free
space. When the CRP returned, the present message at the
head of the queue is tested to see if its wait time interval is
greater than Y, regardless of whether this is the message in
the queue at the time that the CRP request was made. If so,
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Figure 10. Mean Wait Time Reduction Using
CRPs for Fairness Control
Conditions: Ring Length - 50 Km; Node Count - 20;
Data Rate -1 Gbps;
CRP Count - 4 (fairness) - 4 (Synch Load);
Synch. Load -10%; Asynch. Load -175%.
this message is sent in the CRP space available.
Figure 10 shows node fairness control results for
nodes 0 and 1 starving at 25% of their expected traffic.
Node starvation affects not only the targeted nodes (in this
case nodes 0 and 1), but also nodes downstream. Hence,
the fairness control CRPs may be used by nodes other than
those actually starving. Figure 10 shows that the fairness
system using a delay time of Y = 250 jisec. significantly
reduces the mean wait time for node 1 which is starving
badly while the mean wait times for the non-starving nodes
is not altered significantly. Runs at other network condi-
tions and loads showed similar results using fairness
CRPs.
IV. Comparison of CSMA-CRP with
Similar Media Access Protocols
In this section we will briefly describe alternative
media access protocols designed to operate in a manner
similar to the CSMA-CRP system. After this description,
we will compare the features of each.
A. Cambridge Fast Ring (CFR)
As originally conceived, the Cambridge Fast Ring
(CFR) [9,10] is a slotted ring with source removal. Access
logic for asynchronous traffic uses a free/busy bit but since
source removal is required logic decisions must be made
on address also. Others have redesigned the ring to use
destination removal [10]. Performance of asynchronous
slotted rings is well known [10].
Synchronous access is by one of two mechanisms -
slot reservation or a cycle time scheme [10]. Slots in the
former system are either normal or channel; channel slots
are reused by the source but normal slots must be passed
on. For the reservation system, nodes must capture suffi-
cient channel slots for their synchronous traffic. In some
configurations, slot rotation may not fit efficiently with
synchronous traffic rates, so slots may not be efficiently
used. Pre-use is possible but it is impossible to recover
unused slots for messages in "silent" phase.
Cycle time, similar to an implicit token rotation time,
establishes a time which is sufficient for nodes to send all
their synchronous traffic plus some asynchronous traffic.
Nodes cannot send newly arrived asynchronous traffic
until a new round has started. Using cycle time leads to
some difficult choices with regard to setting parameters.
Poorly set cycle time parameters can lead to wasted capac-
ity and changes in load may require renegotiation of
parameters [10].
B. Metering
The Metaring is being developed by IBM [2-4]. The
ring is described is a dual, counter rotating, slotted ring
with insertion buffers and destination removal. Nodes use
the insertion buffers to avoid conflict between incoming
and data being transmitted by the node.
Asynchronous traffic is controlled by a fairness algo-
rithm using a SATisfied control packet. The SAT packet
circulates in the opposite direction. Nodes between SAT
arrivals can send up to a fixed amount of traffic. If a node,
when it gets a SAT packet is not satisfied, it holds the
packet until it is. SAT packets, which use uncoded data
words, have preemptive priority so that a SAT packet must
be serviced even within the middle of data packet opera-
tions. Results [2,4] show that the SAT system can reduce
peak capacity by about 12.5% but that significant fairness
can be achieved for nodes which are starving. However,
as noted previously true starvation can be a rare occur-
rence. While multiple SATs are mentioned it is not clear
that multiple SATs can be used effectively in longer
distance rings, without an additional mechanism for regu-
lating SAT spacing.
Synchronous traffic access issupportedby anASYNC-
EN packet with rotates in the opposite direction to the SAT
packet. The ASYNC-EN system is equivalent to the timed
token function in FDDI. The reservation protocol accom-
panying the system requires that a node send a request to
all intervening nodes between source and destination indi-
cating how many synchronous traffic data units it needs. If
all nodes have less than a maximum synch traffic then the
each intervening node adds that traffic to its reserve. Like
the cycle time system above, synchronous traffic is trans-
mitted before asynchronous traffic after receiving the
ASYNC-EN packet. Normally, this packet circulate around
the ring in at a fixed rate. Holding the ASYNC-EN packet,
which is done by a node when its synchronous traffic
queue builds up, signals nodes on the ring to stop sending
their asynchronous traffic. No information is given show-
ing either synchronous or integrated traffic performance in
the open literature. To what extent delaying the ASYNC-
EN packet throttles asynchronous packets is not clear but
it would appear holding the token will reduce asynchro-
nous access for at least that ring cycle. It is not clear that
either SAT nor SYNC-EN operations which support
Metaring are amenable to larger ring distance.
C. Cyclic Reservation Multiple Access-II
CRMA-n is also an IBM development [5 - 8]. It is a
reservation based protocol where access to slots is either
restricted by a scheduler or free gratis if the slot is not
reserved and is free. The concept is applicable to either a
ring or bus architecture but we will only consider its
operation in a ring environment because, in a bus configu-
ration, it is similar to DQDB.
Nodes may access gratis slots. These may occureither
by the scheduler issuing free slots between reservation
cycles or by destination removal. If a node has packets
backed up when a reservation request arrives, it request
slots, noting how many gratis slots it has had since the last
reservation cycle and how many it needs. It gets a count of
slots reserved by the scheduler on arrival of the confirma-
tion packet and uses the subsequent reserved slots as they
arrive. If it has been able to use gratis slots in the interim,
it marks the reserved slots as free.
One node acts as scheduler. It issues a reservation
packet which travels the network. Nodes, as noted above,
place their request immediately behind the reservation
packet. This requires a limited form of insertion buffer at
each node. Upon return of the reservation packet, the
scheduler calculates the number of reserved packets it will
supply each node and sends this information to each node
in a confirmation packet. It then marks sufficient slots to
handle all confirmed requests. Note that a reservation
access takes one round trip cycle plus the scheduler calcu-
lation time plus the slot times of all prior node reservations.
Determination of slot status is by bits but since destination
removal is used logic based upon address recognition is
required.
No asynchronous message performance data is avail-
able for CRMA-n or for previous versions of CRMA. As
noted previously, equally distributed send and receive load
10
conditions with destination removal is inherently fair. It is
questionable whether the reservation scheme maintains
this uniformity since now a large number of reserved slots
exist for nodes immediately down stream of the scheduler
and a large number of gratis slot immediately up stream.
Thus, the cyclic reservation scheme could actually reduce
network capacity significantly while enforcing its fairness
scheme at high loads. Even Metaring's SAT system,
which does not change the symmetrical operational char-
acteristics of the ring had a tendency to reduce capacity
although to a limited degree.
No discussion of synchronous traffic access is pro-
vided although reference [5] implies that buffer insertion
bypass mechanisms are available to support isochronous
traffic. With the schedular it would appear that a framing
technique similar to FDDI-II [18] and DQDB [14] solu-
tions would be applicable. Here, call setup is an additional
task for the scheduler and each node must to keep track of
slots reserved for its synchronous use. The framing
operation requires frames at fixed periods so that scheduler
reserve and confirm operations would have to be inte-
grated it the framing cycle.
D. DQDB
DQDB is being promoted by AT&T [11,14, 19, 20,
21]. In a unidirectional bus configuration each node must
provide two complete sets of hardware and two scheduler
nodes are required at each end. With free slot bit access
only, hardware is simpler than if destination removal is
used but the advantages of additional capacity are not
available. In addition, bus configurations are less ame-
nable to multicast and broadcast since now two messages
must be sent. Bus configurations also require two scheduler
nodes at the bus ends which can be replaced only by
immediately adjacent nodes if failure should occur.
Considerable information on DQDB asynchronous
performance is available [11,14,19 - 21]. Unfairness is the
major issue but to a large extent this has been solved [21,
22]. However, fairness protocol additions tend to increase
access time to some extent.
Synchronous traffic is supported in DQDB [14] by a
framing system as noted above in the CRMA-II discus-
sion. Call control by the each scheduler and knowledge of
nodes reserved for synchronous traffic must be kept by
each node. In a WAN version of DQDB [14], both
destination removal and pre-use were employed but this
adds to the complexity of each access port. Destination
removal requires address recognition and for preuse, each
node must keep track of the source for each reserved slot.
In addition, using framing for synchronous traffic access
makes recovery and support for dynamic traffic variation
difficult.
E. Comparison of the Media Access
Protocols
A comparison of system features is provided in Table
3. The categories include equipment complexity and
flexibility, operational and performance for under both
asynchronous and synchronous traffic loads, reliability
considerations and the expandability to MAN and WAN
conditions..
The five systems discussed above are compared.
Actually, two Cambridge Fast Ring systems, one based
upon slot access and one based upon destination removal,
are included.
It can be seen from Table 3 that the CFR systems are
the simplest, but they do not support the fairness and
guaranteed access requirements for high data rate net-
works. In addition, the support for synchronous traffic is
not effective. Metaring provides excellent asynchronous
performance. However, it requires twice as much equip-
ment at each node; synchronous traffic operations are
complex with call setup and termination at each node and
integrated traffic performance is questionable; and it is not
certain whether Metaring can be extended to longer net-
works. Also, it can not be reconfigured in case of node or
link failure. The Cyclic Reservation Multiple Access-n
system is most complex. The addition of the scheduler
causes this complexity and since the system is no longer
symmetrical, it is not capable of supporting increased
capacity by using dual counter rotating rings like CFR,
Metaring and CSMA-CRP. Also, it is questionable where
the reservation capability provided will pay off in fairness
performance at high loads. Integrated traffic performance
is unknown and since dual ring operation is not supported,
reconfiguration is not available. DQDB, like Metaring
requires twice as much equipment, but unlike Metaring is
not able to use this equipment effectively to increase
capacity. Complexity must be added to DQDB to enable
fairness through additional reservation control, since, as a
bus based system, it does not contain the inherent fairness
available in ring based systems. Further complexity is
required to support synchronous traffic. Finally, DQDB
can not use the additional equipment to enhance reliability.
The CSMA-CRP supports all of the requirements
effectively. Itcanbeoperatedaseitherasingle ordualring
with 2X and 8X capacity, respectively. Complexity is
added because of message truncation instead of slots. In
most cases packet fracture is not large, and resequencing
help is provided in the packet header. However, it is the
CRP portion of the dual protocol which really enhances the
system. It not only provides an extremely effective mecha-
nism forsynchronous traffic with properties such as strictly
periodic access with both pre-use and recovery, but also
supports fairness for the asynchronous system. It has
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minimal impact on the asynchronous traffic access. In
doing so, it still provides enhanced traffic capacity with
addition of a second ring and support added reliability
through reconfiguration. Further, it is shown to be effec-
tive for LAN through WAN configurations.
V. Conclusions
It is shown that ring networks with destination re-
moval require less equipment per node and can have
significant capacity advantages and fairness advantages
over bus architectures with identical basic data rates.
However, to maintain these advantages for rings, it may be
necessary that "operational symmetry" exist, i.e., there is
not a special node that does scheduling or slot marking in
such a manner that all nodes do not experience identical
accessibility in a statistical sense.
Three of the ring networks described in this paper
provide "symmetry" - CFR, Metaring and CSMA-CRP.
Of these CFR is simplest but it does not provide good
integrated traffic access and does not provide any mecha-
nism for fairness or guaranteed access. Both Metaring and
CSMA-CRP provide fairness. However, CSMA-CRP
configuration and operation is simpler than Metaring and
its performance capability for integrated traffic over a
wide range of network parameters and conditions is dem-
onstrated. Of the systems compared, CSMA-CRP sup-
ports integrated high data rate network operations in the
most simple and effective manner.
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